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Students flock to
bar's free music
STKFANIK SI7.KMORK
STAFF WRITER

BEN FRENCH/ The BG News
JAMMIN' — The patrons of Junction Bar and Grill listen to Gregg Aranda and John Barlie. The two give free performances on Friday nights at the local bar to packed houses.

Free live music is usually hard
find, but ii is becoming a regular thing in Bowling Green on
Friday nighls.
Two months ago. Junction Bar
and Grill on the corner of Main
and Wooster started offering free
live music on Friday nights to
those 21 and older.
Chris Small, general manager
of Junction, brought in two of Ins
friends. Gregg Aranda and John
Barlie. to perform.
Aranda and Barlie have been
playing acoustic guitar and
singing together for over four
years, and Small thought they
would be a great addition to Friday nights at the bar.
"They play the kind of music
our customers enjoy, so I thought
it would be a great idea to have
them come play and see what the
crowd thought.'" he said. "We
will keep them here as long as
they want to play and people
want to see them."
Small thinks (hat Friday
nights at Junction is a great
opportunity for everyone to listen
to great musicians.
"I have known John and
Gregg for a long lime and I think
this is a great chance for people
in BG to listen to music of this
caliber," he said.

Aranda and Barlie play a wide
variety of music including The
Beatles. The Grateful Dead, The
Allman Brothers, and Johnny
Cash
Aranda admits that one ot his
favorite parts of playing at Junction is the crowd.
"We are very pleased with the
turnout and we have so much fun
with the people thai come to see
us on Friday nights." he said. "It
ama/.es me that still another generation can appreciate the music
we play "
Aranda and Barlie began
playing .11 the bar only a few
months ago. but Small has
already seen a drastic pick-up in
business
"Since they began playing. I
wouid say our crowd on Friday
nights has doubled." he said.
Small has even starting getting calls to reserve tables and
booths for Friday nights.
"We have people calling here
and showing up a half hour
before they start, just so they can
get a good seat and enjoy the
music." he said. "I am definitely
beginning to sec .1 following."
Aranda and Barlie have also
started to notice a lot of regulars
"We have .1 lot of regulars but
the women's club rugby team
have to be our most loyal fans."

1 Sec MUSIC, page 8.

Students find Peace Corps as alternative after graduation USG looks
into budget
problems
IRF.NF. SHARON SCOTT
CHIEF RHIIRITK

When she first arrived in Armenia, all she could think about was
getting a drink of water, yet the
refreshing water she craved almost
-made her gag.
What had she gotten herself into '
At a£c 23, she left behind her
family and friends in exchange for a
three-year stay in the town of Sisian.
Republic of Armenia, located in
middle eastern Eurasia, east of
Turkey.
Lisa Householder, daughter ol .1
University professor, is one of 7.000
Peace Corps volunteers and trainees
\|ho traveled overseas to experience
another culture while making a difference.

"I am so grateful for my experience in Armenia." she said. "I feel
like 1 have taken the blinders oil and
now I see the world completely."
She was motivated to join Peace
Corps because she wanted 10 experience another culture.
"Honestly. I couldn't really imagine what 11 would be like, no matter
how many accounts I read," she
said. "Once I learned thai I would be
going 10 Armenia I read everything I
could gel in> hands ml."
In Armenia, she taught English as
a foreign language at a humanitai ian
college in Sisian. She also taught
English 111 a small village school foi
grades three through eight. In addition, she had a tutor who taught her
how to read and write their native
language.

"Teaching English was my primary project," she said "I also
worked with the village school
directoi 10 write .1 proposal to rehabilitate the school building "
As a result of the proposal, a
grant was given 10 accommodate
more students who typically traveled to a nearby village to go 10
school.
One of her fondest memories was
the Armenian hospitality.
"Armenia is an amazing place."
she said "lor such a small country.
11 is chock- full of history and turmoil. Armenians, by far. are the
mosl generous and hospitable people I know I literally found a home
.IW.IS from home."
Looking back, she said the people were so generous that every time

she walked down the street she w as
invited in for coffee.
The living conditions there were
not as rugged as one might imagine,
she said.
"I lived in an apartment, communist-block style, with running watet
and electricity — I was fortunate."
she said.
Although Householder did face
challenging situations, she said there
were cultural
differences. For
instance, she said she had to adjust
to the Armenian bluntness.
She also said that there was no
hot water where she lived and she
had to learn how to cook and make
things from scratch.
"There were no microwaves there
and the refrigerators were expensive." she said. "If you didn't have

one. you just didn't. It was fortunate
that the Peace Corps did provide us
with a fridge "
Householder said she sometimes
w as lonely, but found comfort in visiting her neighbors.
"Once I became comfortable w ith
my surroundings (and) my job, the
difficult Armenian language and the
challenges became part of the life I
had grown to enjoy." she said.
After completing her PeaceCorps experience. Householder said
she was more mature and had a
stronger sense of self.
"I am much more confidenl as a
person." Householder said. "I have
such a different perspective of the
world as a whole."

See PEACE, page 8.
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Winning season increases University spirit
ten's basketball team credited
with rise in University enthusiasm
NICOLE VALEK
Sm 1

WRITER

*«
School spirit has increased
iwcause of the success of the men's
'•basketball team, according to University students.
"I think school spirit has been
Jhe greatest this year, and a lot of it
las 10 do with the basketball team's
.performance." said Melissa KimJpler, junior varsity cheerleader,
r Trieia Howard, coach of the
JBGSU dance team. said. "I think it
Ms because the Falcons are doing
$e<ally well and the team makes the
•fames exciting to watch."
i "It is an exciting atmosphere."
•aid Brian Bclkin. sophomore
Sports information major. "It is fun
•to be part of such a big crowd."
"1 don't know if school spirit is
actually increasing, but there has
been an increase in (game] attendance." said Kirk Mueller, sophomore criminal justice major. "Fans
get to the games an hour and a half
early, and if our team wasn't as

good as it is. I don't think the)
would be there otherwise."
It is true that attendance has
been exceptionally high this season. Two games. Akron and Tole
do. were sold out. Wednesday's
game against Kent is also expected
to sell out.
High attendance at games and
increased school spirit can also be
attributed to the Falcon Spirit
Team. The main purpose of the
first-year organization is to plan
activities that will encourage students to attend and enjoy athletic
events. The organization is working in cooperation with the athletic
department, residence halls, the
athletic band and other organizations on campus to promote .1
stronger BGSU community.
it students warn to show spirit,
join the Student Alumni Association in Room 101 H Olscamp for a
pre-game party before the game
today from 5:30 to 7 p.m. There
will be free food, door prizes and
live music by Chester Copper Pot.

SARAGRAZIANO
STAI-E WRITKR

Two weeks ago. USG treasurer
Jill Whyde resigned in the face of
budget difficulties
Now USG is trying to resolve an
approximately $20,000 discrepancy
in their budget
Two weeks ago. former treasurer
Whyde presented the general assem
bly with a budget show mg USG had
S25.40I 54 in funds remaining
This week, new ly appointed USG
treasure! Nick (ircsko ioid the general assembly they have $5,845.57.
plus or minus a few thousand dollars
"This is a shabby budget, but it's
still a budget." said USG finance
committee chair Joe Stuart. "We
can't he too specific about this number, because we're unsure what has
been paid and what hasn't."
Gresko. former community service chair for USG. was sworn in as
the new treasurer on Monday nigh!
"We have 13 bills. 12 of which
are not paid, to go over," Gresko
said. "We need to go through things
line item by line item to figure out
what line items they took things
from."
USG members agree the budget
problems were not anticipated.
The state of the budget was
quite poor before, and wre didn't
know." Stuart said. "Now we have a
firmer handle on it."
The budget problems can be
traceJ 10 several sources.
"The budget problems are ultimately the past treasurer's fault, but
we can't just point at the past trea• See BUDGET, page 8
In.ld.

BEN FRENCH/ The BG News
CROWD — A packed crowd of students at Anderson Arena cheer for the men's basketball team.
More students are showing up to the games because of the winning season.

New spirit squad adds to building excitement about team
MELISSA KIMBLLR
GUEST WRITER

An hour before the game begins,
men's basketball fans can be seen
waiting outside Anderson Arena.
This year, fans have taken additional time and energy to support BG.
Much of the support has come
from the Falcon Spirit Team. The
Falcon Spirit Team is a first-year
organization, and the first united
spirit organization on Bowling
Green's campus.

The team, which has about 60
members, began as a "personal
challenge" for Sara Prendevillc. .1
senior sport managemeni major and
resident advisor. Prendevillc created the program to encourage University residents to attend athletic
events, but soon decided "the Falcon Spirit Team is something that
everyone should be involved in."
The FST attends each game,
They can be seen at center court,
fully clad in BG's orange and
blown. To motivate the crowd, the

team brings free T-shirts, balloons
and pompons They also hand out
signs before the games.
During time outs, the FST conducts contests and gives free Domino's pizza and hoi dogs to the loudesl fans
Cries of. "We wani
Pizza!" echoed through the arena at
,1 recent game.
"It's really amazing to see so
many people getting into this." said
Ryan Salsgiver, .1 senior IPC major
and \arsity cheerleader
"This
crowd has been the best I've ever

1

seen.
And a good crowd is important
Earlier this season. Dan Dakich.
head coach of the men'* basketball
team said, "Student support can
directly affect the outcome of a college basketball game, more so than
in any other spoil
So far. the men's basketball team
is undefeated on Us. home turf.
"The more people1 we can get
involved, the more possibilities we
have. We have an opportunity to
really help out the teams." said
w

Prendeville
With the help of more students
and organizations, the team would
like to h:ild more spirit events, like
a pep rally.
In the future, the FST would also
like to get students more involved
in other Bowling Green athletics.
"Our next challenge will be to
increase attendance ;ii baseball and
Softball games." Prendeville said
The team would also like to pro-

■
Men s basketball
faces Kent State tonight
at Anderson.

See SPIRIT, page 8.
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he World
In Brief
Weapons found en route to
tense Kosovo city
KOSOVSKA
MITROVICA,
Yugoslavia (AP) — U.N. police
searched Tuesday for the driver and
passenger who fled an ambulance
loaded with powerful weapons after
it overturned en route to this tense,
divided city.
Among the stash were 14 antitank rocket launchers, more than
180 high-explosive grenades and
over 3.000 cartridges for guns,
NATO said. U.N. police were
searching for the unidentified occupants, who they said fled the vehicle
immediately after it landed in a
ditch.
The ambulance, which apparently went into the ditch late Monday
after attempting a U-turn just before
a French checkpoint outside
Kosovska Mitrovica, was marked
"Cooperazione e Sviluppo," an Italian humanitarian agency.

The Nation
In Brief
Five family members killed
in Missouri home
WARRENSBURG, Mo. (AP) —
Delia Davis had this image of the
Wood family: a playful bunch whose
home-schooled children were often
seen riding their bikes down the dirt
roads and hills near their underground home.
Davis, the family's nearest neighbor, could not square the scenes with
those of Monday, when gunshots
shattered the morning calm and
killed Tina Wood, 31, and four of
her children.
Two other children, girls aged 1
and 3. were wounded and arc in fair
and critical condition, respectively.
Both are expected to survive.
Authorities late Monday night
charged Wood's husband with the
slayings. Investigators had not determined a motive.
Raymond E. Wood. 36. was to be
arraigned this morning first-degree
murder, first-degree assault and
armed criminal action. He was held
on $2 million bond.

Outgoing U.N. official criticizes Iraq resolution
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD. Iraq — Iraqi civilians will continue to suffer under the
latest U.N. Security Council resolution, the top U.N. official in Iraq
said Wednesday in explaining why
he quit.
Hans Von Sponeck said the new
Iraq policy was flawed and did not
make a clear distinction between
civilian needs and disarmament
obligations.
"I do not think this resolution has
a chance to come to fruition very
quickly ... even if that happens I do
not think that this is enough," Von
Sponeck told The Associated Press
in an interview. His resignation
became official Monday.
Following Von Sponeck's example, Jutta Burghardt. the head of the
U.N. World Food Program in Iraq,
resigned Tuesday. European diplomats in Baghdad said she was also
protesting the U.N. sanctions
imposed on Iraq for its 1990 invasion of Kuwait.
But a spokesman for the Romebased WFP denied Burghardt's resignation was related to the sanctions
and said she quit to return to work
for the German government.
The resignations come at a lime
when the U.N. Security Council is
striving to persuade Iraq to accept its
December resolution.

Associated Press Photo
PROTEST — A New York City Police officer keeps back protestors while others are arrested outside the United States Mission to
the United Nations Monday.

Vatican, Palestinians condemn
unilateral actions on Jerusalem
THF ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo
VATICAN — Palenstinian leader Yasser Arafat kisses Pope John
Paul It's hand prior to their talks at the Vatican Tuesday.

FALCON
IF AN-FESTI

VATICAN CITY — The Vatican
joined the Palestinians on Tuesday
in condemning Israel's hold over all
of Jerusalem as "morally and legally
unacceptable," aggravating the
Israelis just a month before the
pope's visit to the Holy Land.
An agreement signed by the Vatican and Palestinian officials called
for an internationally guaranieed
statute to preserve "the proper identity and sacred character" of the city,
which is holy to Jews. Christians
and Muslims.
The text did not mention Israel by
name, but the Jewish state has consistently considered Jerusalem its
indivisible capital since it annexed

Store Points and Wiin Bia
at "
FALCON FAN • FEST

READ & WIN
TRIVIA RAFFLE ENTRY FORM
Look lot Ihe answers to the following BGSU sporls trivia questions throughout
this edition of The BG News. Record your answers in the boxes lo right of thequestions. Please use a large, capital letter answer for each question.

SHOW,VOUR.

'H*>""~

WHICH BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
TEAM WAS THE FIRST TO BEGIN
INTERCOLLEGIATE COMPETITION?
A. Gold
B. Tennis
C. Soccer
D. Basketball
BEFORE THE FALCONS, WHAT WERE THE
BGSU ATHLETIC TEAMS CALLED?

C. The Eagles
D The Brown Wings

BRYANT "COWBOY" JONES HOLDS THE FALCON
FOOTBALL RECORD FOR MOST RUSHING ATTEMPTS
IN A GAME. HOW MANY DID HE MAKE?
A. 46
B. 35
C. 48
D. 52

■■DSffnTRTSI

\ ESPN

B Sports Illustrated

The Sporting News

COMMERATIVE CUPS

MEN'S BASKETBALL,

to the first 300 students
at each game!

3:30 p.m., VERSUS EASTERN MICHIGAN

ATTEND AND ENTER A RAFFLE FOR A
SPRING EPEAK TRIP AND A IP FAPE!
ONE LUCKY STUDENT WILL HAVE THE CHANCE
TO SCOPE A $10,000 CASH PPIZE!

WOMEN'S BAS
1 p.m., VERSUS MIAMI

WHICH POPULAR SPORTS MAGAZINE REGULARLY
FEATURED BGSU ATHLETES AND EVEN NAMED
ONE FALCON AS ITS LINEMAN OF THE WEEK?

special Souvenir

ENI0P5' NIGHT

Bring your entry form lo any of the three Falcon Fan Fest athletic evenls taking
|li. e on Saturday, Feb. 19 (see sidebar for details). Enter as many times as you
wish All winners must be present to win and claim prizes.

A. The Normals
B The Hawkeyes

"Israel flatly rejects the refer
lo Jerusalem in the aforemen
tioncd document." the Israeli Foreign Ministry said in a Statement
"Jerusalem, was. is, and shall remain
the capital of the Slate of Israel, and
no agreement or declaration bj these
or any other parties will change this
fact."
Zvi Tal. spokesman for Israelembassy to the Holy See. said thai
while the Vatican's stance was
known, Tuesday's action amounted
io interference m ihe Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations. He also
said the Palestinians appeared to
have breached an agreement with
Israel limiting Ihe types of further
agreements they could make.

the eastern section following the
1967 Mideast War. It has repeatedly
ignored previous Vatican calls for
such a statute,
The Vatican, like many slates, has
never recognized Israel's occupation
of eastern Jerusalem. The final slalus of the city is to be decided in
lalks between Israelis and the Palestinians, acknowledged as one of the
most difficult points in the entire
peace process
The strong wording in Tuesday's
bilateral agreement appeared to lake
the Israelis by surprise. The Foreign
Ministry said the Vatican's represen
lative in Israel has been asked to
come to an "urgent meeting"
Wednesday to discuss the matter.

SPONSORS

■.Miiddid-a
BROTHERS

I) NCAA |oum.il

HOW MANY PEOPLE DID IT TAKE TO COMPRISE THE
LARGEST CROWD AT ANDERSON ARENA FOR A
MEN'S BASKETBALL GAME
A. 9,851
B. 1,819
C. 8,591
D. 5,918

ONE LUCKY STUDENT WILL HAVE A SHOT AT
WINNING A NEW CAP FROM THAYER

CENTER

Print Your Name Here

tf
FAN'FE ST

BG

NEWS
"

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16
OTHER PRIZES: SPRING BREAK TRIP, DIGITAL CAMERA, GIFT CERTIFICATES & MORE!
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Apparently. ' <*** wrong.
Hadn't heard from ihc pick-up
man

since

truck for the third time in 12 hours.

big

The

Valentine's Day cards? No

mailman

came.

Did

I

gel

I got a

notice from my bank telling me I

3 ing. This is when I normally hear

only had $.75 in my account and I

5 from him. after he gels back from

tried to charge $8. My cheek that

EZthc horse barn

covered

So I called his mom on Sunday
"Oh. I'll tell him you

it

was

deposited

in

the

account 12 hours after the charge
went through.

^•ca||cd when he calls home." What

Talked to my mom about my

j5 do you mean, when he calls home?

birthday. February 25. for those of

,W> "He

you keeping track. She told me that

•

moved

to

Cleveland

this

weekend to work with the horses.

she

cake. She always makes a cake for

■c day." I'm not making this up This

birthdays. I'm turning 21. for cry-

B is too bizarre to make up.

ing out loud. But no cake.

In any case. I'm not that bad of

My

two

classes

were

Think your Valentine's
Day was bad?

Just wait."
••••••••••••

no

^ a person to drive a man 120 miles

improvement on Ihc day. One was

- across the state. I swear. My friends

a lecture I was totally lost in. The

telling
me
k ee
e
me he
he probably owes
I think my life is turning into an 5
» keep
P™°ably owes
u P } "<"*

other was a test. I'll let you wonder

Tr- ■

• • • • •

"Take that, Judson,
Tran and Justin.

wasn't going to make me a

!j He won't have a phone until Mon-

old-fashioned country song. Hear = !he ,M*N n,oneJt1 ' Jlmnk1,h.C
mc out. The money column of the if ^<*kcd "P «■• 8'[" and wou d" '
tell me. One friend suggested he
week. Take that. Judson. Tran and
was failing out of school and
Justin. Think your Valentine's Day
couldn't face up to it. Gee/.. (Ediwas bad'.' Just wan
tor's note: Denise really is a nice
Actually, the whole thing started
girl. She deserves a nice man. But
on Sunday Actually, it started a
maybe she just wants to prove that
few weeks ago. Remember that guy
she is cuter than the photo at the top
I wrote about in my endtag? The
of her column would lead you to
one with the pick-up truck. Him.
believe.)
I thought we were getting along
Monday was just a continuation
well. Hung out a few limes
of the saga First. I overslept. Not
Watched a few movies, had lunch.
unusual. Hut then I had to scrape
Talked about deep stuff. He was
ice off of my truck for the second
even Catholic. And damn he could
time in eight hours. Work was the
kiss. loo.
usual sweeps period irritation

• • • •

Took a nap when I got home.

'rt message at his house on Friday.
(/) expecting a call on Sunday morn-

ijyaflernoon.

AGAIN

No

."Tdeal. We're busy people. I left a

L_i

POP -A-TOP

Wednesday.

Then. I had to scrape ice off of my

3

how I did on it.
So

that

was

my

Valentine's

weekend

Told you I would show

up

dumb

those

columnist

boys.

And not having a Valentine is not
even the reason I don't celebrate
the holiday.

V*

Denise Domanski will be graduating in December. BABY. She
doesn't necessarily want to leave
with (in MRS to a man with li^ln
eyes, bin she is interviewing candidates fur the temporary position.
Email
her
at
ddomans9bgnel.bgsu.edu for an

IsraumTpo

xfysaivT. Nosanr

I

J^u, ectir

interview.

••'.<-

Devil'sf^ttionary

. .

ACROSS
i Thealer bo*
5 Knowing
10 More than
enough
14 Economist
Greenspan
l b I dmund and
Rob
16 Flntstones pet
17 Mr Stravinsky
10 Loals aboul
19 Von Bismarck or
Kiemperer
20 ts'amic leaders
22 60s first name
24 Picture border
?5 Misery" star
^G Oplic-wash
applicators
28 City near Madrid
31 Call meats
32 Old sail
33 Shade tree
34 Listed correction
37 Immediately1
39 Sampras ol
lennis
40 ' Invisible Touch"
group
44 Step into
character
47 Took chairs
4« Greek letter
49 Take in air
51 Showy flowers
53 Market
54 Swiss peak
55 Fern address
Sb "The Chronicles
ol Narma' wnler
60 Sjgg^-stve look
62 Adjulanls
64 Pair ol aniiers
bb Light brown
66 Tantalize
67 Home of Paris
68 Wild guess
69 Oadaist Max
/0 Auid Lang

In 1881, Ambrose Bierce, working as the editor of the
San Francisco-based Wasp, penned his first installment
of The Devil's Dictionary. Over a century later, Bierce's
definitions are the most widely>qtypted Am(fican with

i
2
3
4

Humorist, n. A plague that u ' mM have .softened down the
hoar austerity of I'haraoh's heart'and persuaded him to
dismiss Israel with his best wishes,'cul-quick.,

5 Roman g-eehng
6 With 22A.
Welsh golfer
7 Hole-making
tool
8 Palliate
9 Theme write*
10 Commotion
11 Chemica1 acidity
proof
12 Scheduled next
13 Ho-n sounds
21 Lay asphalt
23 Close at hand
27 Give a hand
28 Man alone
29 Facility
30 Drama set lo
music
35 Salt Lake s slate
3b Distribute
38 Pan of a
hammer
41 Long and lean
42 Repeal oneseil
43 Giving more lip
44 Tooth problem

DOWN
Secular
Gymnasl Korbut
London lockup
Operatic ienor
Ca'uso

CROSS,
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www, bgnews. com
5:'
57
58
59
61
63

45 Km ol a
Uambeau
46 Swiss
marksman
50 Periods of
readiness
51 Loses color

PICK

watchiul
Religious image
Scottish island
T,ghl spot
Jacob's fittl.
son

Ohio weather
Wednesday, Feb. 16

Satire, n. An obsolete kind ol literary composition in
which the vices and follies of the author's enemies were
expounded with imperfect tenderness.
,J
Wit, n. The salt with which the American humorist spoils
his intellectual cookery by leaving il out. |
I
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Cloudy
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High: 32°
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TV GUIDE SECTION
Howard's Club H

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 16,2000
BROADCAST STATIONS
CBS tvenmg
Mews IT
ABC World
NBC Nightly
News if
Business Rpt

Wheel 01
Foriuno E
Enterlainment
Tonight :
Drew Caroy il
Stereo) JX
Newshoui With

Hollywood
Bquirw I
Frasier m
SMnso] "
Jim Lehrtfff

M*d Aboul
You (In S'ereo)
Simpsons l
SIMM |

Arthur (In
Sleroj)(EI)jr
Seinfeld The
Piici. Pan II 3T
Friends i in
Stereo) 31

Reading
Rainbow EH
Friends ;
Stmoi I
Friends J"
Slereo) K

Health Di.vy
(In Stereo)
Newsrtour With Jim lehrer 1'
Home
Impro.eirent

©

Simpsons <)'
Stereo)!!

Jeopardy! V

City of Anoels' Unhand Me" (In Movie: *SalryHernifT^s An American Scandar (ZOOO. Drama) Sam News .8
Neil Jerierson retires to Monttceilo and faces financial rut X
Ntghtlme r
NewsJf.
Orew Carey (In (Spin City (In
20/20 M
two Guys and Norm ,:■■
a Girt II
Stereo) K
Stereo) JC
Stereo) K
Tonight Show"
Law 4 Order Pa-x" (in Stereo)
Twenty One (in Stereo)'!
West Wing Celestial
(In Stereo.1 S
(In Slereo) X
Charlie Rose (tn Stere
*
Championship Ballroom Dancing (In Stereo) JX (Great PerformanCM "Aida's Brothers an j
Sisters Black Voices in Opera" (In Stereo)!
Charlie ROM
Championship Ballroom Dancing Performances *i the
IGrut PtrlotnuflCM Bum live Floor Ai.
X
international standard and Latm champlonsNps (In Slereo) !K
eitfibition ol energetic ballroom qancog 31
SUr trek: 0—p Space Nine
NmnJo
Beveily Hills. 90210-Doc
Gttling Away:Wlth Murder:
Jumper' X
'Who Mourns for
The JonBenet Ramsey Story X
Martin' tin Stereo) I
Fusler In
Spons-Delroil Frultr (In
7 Days The Backslepper's
SUr Tie*: Voyager CoUectrve
Appreniice'' {in Slweo) I
'In Stereo) 3C

mm I

._njiVlan W«ti a Mom" (1950. Drama) Kit
Movie: eete Jesse James 11939. western) lyrone Power
T-it- In Sur"(l957. Western) Henry Fonda A
Vc,^ ■
Douglas A young musician's love ale neany costs him his career
James boys become outlaws anei Iheir motner is k*ed
. -unter and a young snenll leaTi up lo lace a lown ,11
South Park
| Man Show (R| Daily Show
(Win Ber
Movie ••• -Oirty Pollen Scwv*e!s"('9eB. Comedy) Stava
SaiiTdiy I1? ght ."fr "
OailySho. "> I Win Ben
'Steins Money
Slein sMcnoy Marlfl A Bnt'Sh con man challenges his American rival lo a coolest OUbhoUSM
COM
n
Wild Discovery Bailie ol (tie
On the Inelde • Chiidrens
Thrc Minulea lo Impact 05 Three Minutea to Impact F'ji'l On the Inside "Children's
lYourNewHouae |R)
Beauty Pageant' (R)
0I5C
crFi.yi IR)
Numbers Up" (R)
Sexes' "The Courtship Dance' Beauly Pageant" (R)
Sponsc#nter |(
College BaakerOall Florida Stale at Duke (Live)
College Basketball Geoig.a Teen al Maryland (Live)
Sportscenler SESPN
Movie: •••• Taawc (1997.
Sopranos Bo Girls Dont Cry' |Ol The prison s drug smuggkn
Uovie »• TBeKj/3WK.l/Pdrr/ I" (1989. Drama, Ralph Maoche Real Sporta ,R|
(R) (In Slereo) X
r«ig >s inveslflated (In SlereoH Leonardo DtCapno 'PG-13' X
HBO iA martial arts sludenl delends nu local litre (In Stereo) PG'
w Riga ot Combat The history ol the lank. Irom Wo'id Aai I lo
30th Century Na;'S in Amenca" lUlian-Amerkan Internment: A World War II in Color 'Total
Arma In Action TiieSwo'd'
Enammation
ol
Nazism
(R)
Secret
War
I
Hi
I
mooJcmwiffiM
" I
(H) (Pa-i 3 ol 5)
'i.ist WSR ;■
FOX Sports News
" ""IT5
Boxing FKghl Time - Calvin Lampkm vs Paea Woigramm From
Gem Deep ■■'
FOX Sporis
World Champ.
(50 News
Bay Si Lous. Miss
^___
Sliders Prophets and Loss (R) tales FK n Ihe I Tales From the Taloa From the ITalM From the ITalaa From the ITaaaa From ihe Take From the Talea From the into Pitch Black ■ ' ■> -.'
SCIFI (In Slereo) St
Crypt
Crypt
Crypt
Crypt
Cr.pt
Crypt
Crypt
Crypi
PyrotechniquM
Extreme Machines Super
World's Most Powerful
Home Aqain
How d They Do That'
Eitreme Machine* "Super
Home Again
Eiplosions (R)
Planes' (R)
ILC
P uM P
Whatever Happened to Miches! Movie *t "Sfeer{199?
In the Heal ol Ihe NigM Ji .1 J ER "A Bloody .Mess" (In Slereo) Movie: •» Sfffr■■'(1997. Fantasy) SnaauHle ONeel. Annabeth
TNT Country Boy" (In Slereo) 31
Ray? if
Fantasy) St-raquiite O'Neal
Gish An armor-dao superhero bailies a toimer colleague
Movie:., i 'Mastemurts'W9S. Suspense) Paint* Sluwa-i A IWalher. Texas Ranger Booeo
Walker, Tfias Ranger'The
Baywalch I 'acped Benealh ine JAG 55 uolc^nwiinB1 'n
USA Sea (In Stereo) (Pan 1012)1 8>mo)l
[rssourcelul Wen-ager matches wts with teiro'ists (in Stereo) S.
(in Slereo) I
Swga In Slew E
IMovie: t* ••Twoot\J$"(ZXX,. Drama) Jared Hams Paul
Hat (R) (In
Beloie They
Movie: to "Yellow Submarine '(1968) Votes ol John Clwe
Where Are They Now? (R) (In
VHl
.McCartney
pays
a
vs<
lo
Jonn
Lennon
«i New Yort, {In Stereo)
Animated
The
Blue
Meames
unleash
an
assault
on
Pepperkw
Slereo)
Were
Stara
Slereo!

UK

w

Tonight -- 02-16-00
Show starts at 10pm
N.Main St., Bowling Green, 419.352.9951
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Being genius translates into procrastination
It's just lucky I'm such a genius
Otherwise I don't know what would
become of me.
After being in college for almost
three years, I still approach school
with the same suspicious disregard I
had for it in elementary school.
In those days I used to keep my
assignments crumpled up under my
bed. If they weren't there, they could
be found in a soggy mass on the
school bus floor with a muddy foot
print stamped across it.
But I didn't spend too much time
worrying about this, for once I left
school each day, I promptly forgot 1
had ever been there.
This always caught up with me
on Sunday night. I hated Sundays
because all day long I knew I had to
go back to school the next day.
Worse — none of my homework
was ever done.
Typically. I didn't even know
what my homework had been If.
during special times when the planets and stars were aligned just right.
I had mysteriously completed my
homework. I quickly set about losing it. If I didn't lose it. I failed —for
a reason as mysterious as the fact I
did it at all — to turn it in.
Honestly, if I hadn't ridden the
bus. I wouldn't have known where
the school was. I certainly couldn't
fathom why I had to be there. And if
I did have to be there. I couldn't
quite grasp why they couldn't dispatch us to the playground a bit
more often.
Really, it was all quite a nuisance.
Curiously, everyone found this very
upsetting. Teachers and school psychologists would hover around me
wringing (heir hands in despair.

^u
while administering endless tests
Especially hearing tests. Apparently
they felt that I must not have heard
them, thereby explaining why I
failed to do what I was supposed to.
I used to find that so amusing.
While I good-naturedly complied
with their little tests, my finished
homework was usually crumpled up
under my bed somewhere, long forgotten. I spent a lot of time in detention answering to — Young Lady.
"Young Lady. I expect you to..."
"Young Lady, you'd better..."
But I never listened. I knew what
was really important —the Smurfs.
for instance, and Christmas. But try
telling the school psychologist that.
The teachers and school psychologists are now probably tucked into
retirement homes, intermittently
screaming out my name in terror, but
my habits haven't changed much. I
come to school every day with little
idea of where I am or what goes on
here.
This can be a bit of a problem
while working at the college newspaper.
"So,
you
know.
Dance

Marathon?" someone will say to me
in the middle of an interview.
"You know? You'd have to have
been cither dead or locked against
your will in someone's basement
eating flies not to have heard of it?"
"Oh. right," I'll lie.
"Does Dick Clark host that?"
Advising me is an equally hairraising experience. I used to wander
in like a lost child at the circus and
ask. "Is this Bowling Green State
University? Are you my advisor?"
"Yes." he'd reply. "You've been
to see me twenty-four times already.
You're a junior."
"Oh. right." 1 chuckle. "I thought
you looked familiar. I'd like to
graduate eventually, see. and I'm
planning to drop all of my classes
next semester except glass blowing.
Do you think I can manage to graduate and obtain a high-ranking,
executive corporate job by next
June?"
My academic life isn't much better. Without my vivid imagination
and a quick typing finger. I would
surely be living in the YWCA selling hand-woven mats to this day.
For instance, if I get an assignment in January that's due March
15. I'll often drag its crumpled
remains out from under my bed on
March 14 and try to determine its
purpose.
"A 15-page history of communism from a journalistic angle," I'll
read to myself, on commercial
break.
"Huh.''
Then I'll have a nap. Research
will be done between 10 and 10:45
a.m. the next day. writing between
noon and 2:54 p.m.. and an inge-

nious report with suspicious sources
delivered at exactly 3 p.m.
It's actually kind of moving, the
whole thing.
Of course, it doesn't always work
that well, but as long as I take the
initiative to begin my papers on the
day they're due. I've got a good
chance. Sometimes I begin the day
after they're due. and thai seems to
interrupt the flow somewhat. I don't
recommend it.
The obvious question is —
what's going to become of me?
Will I graduate and work double
shifts at the Dairy Queen and date
large, hairy men with weapons and
motorcycles? Will I wind up in a
maximum-security prison convicted
of aggravated fabrication with intent
to procrastinate? Will I be staring at
inkblots until I'm 80. insisting they
all Ux)k like Smurfs?
What, what?

Oh. calm down. I'll be just fine.
After all. I'm a genius. Institutions
worldwide will seek access to my
intimidating brain power — perhaps
they'll even clear a place for it at the
Smithsonian after I die.
My commemorative plaque will
say, "Owner of brain could impressively propel self to school, buy self
a snack, and read biographies in the
back of her University library when
she was supposed to be studying her
Italian verb conjugations."
And people will flock to see this.
Meanwhile, everybody will know
where to find me: right beneath the
flashing, neon letters that spell out
YWCA.
Michelle Reitcr is a BG Sews
columnist. She can be contacted at
relunti9bgnel.bgsu.edu

PEOPLE
on the stre
street
Question: How do you show your school spirit?

Dana Yee
Sophomore
Accounting
"Wearing the
bright and awful
color orange."

Matt Moore
Senior
Popular Culture
"I pay my tuition
bills on time.
Go BG!"

Mark Brunner
Sophomore
Sport
Management
"Sweari ng at the
other team during
the games. Go BG
Hockey."

Scott Wagner
Junior
TCOM
1 stay on
campus at all
times - literally,
always."

Jon Chiapetta
Sophomore
Business
"I'm gonna throw
the piggy off the

hill."

Present politics lost in past People being raped by MPAA
I have a few comments to make
in light of the article on student apathy about politics and our generation.
I've heard several people say that
they wished they lived during the
sixties, they wanted to be a part of a
revolution and blah blah blah.
What I would like to see is a realization that a revolution takes place
in your heart, not in the right setting
or the right time.
Taking charge of how you feel
about particular issues is the first
step to radical change in this country.
So many people say that their
vote doesn't count.
Well maybe it doesn't, but your
voice certainly does.
Political action groups have a
direct correlation with legislation
and appropriation of money.
The loudest voice is the one that

Guest Columnist
gets heard.
So instead of grumbling about
your opinion — stand up and scream
it.
Join a group of people with sentiments like yours. Or better yet, get a
group of your own friends together
and decide what you want to say.
Personally. I like to know what is
going on in my country. Think our
government sucks? Try living in a
third world country where you're
not even aloud to echo these words.
I've never lived there, and guess
what? I'm not gonna give it a try.
Women need to pay attention
when their issues are being challenged.
Right now we have a possible
candidate for the presidency who is

dead set on reversing the Roe v.
Wade decision.
RU-486. the French Abortion
Pill, is being slowly blocked from
the American market.
Students supposedly don't feel
that the election pertains to them.
Right...and you're not going to
be officially entering the job market
soon, you're not going to file your
tax return if you don't do it yourself
already.
You're definitely not going to
care about the funding of lab
research on a disease that could
plague you in your later years.
Nope. You're too preoccupied
with the real issues.
Wake up.
Krislalyn Shcfveland is a BG
News guest columnist. She can be
contacted by e-mail for comments at
shcfkii@bRnet.bgsu.edu
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Find It In
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Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and lei us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it In the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
tran@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded In 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photoAlso, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.
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Can you imagine a world where
you'll have to pay every time you
want to listen to a CD you've
bought, or watch a movie you
already own?
Someday, you will.
Let's give you a little hackground: 1 need to introduce the
MPAA. the big bad evil guys in all
this
The Motion Picture Association
of America (yep. that's what it
stands for) is made up of a bunch of
companies like AOL/Time Warner
Now. they sure weren't hurting
and Sony (which owns Columbia
Pictures) and all sorts of other folks anyone when they were first born.
who have entirely too much money Sure, a few huge pirate sites got torn
to throw around. Closely related to down, but it was all in the spirit of
them are the RIAA. essentially the fair game. But as soon as a portable
same thing but with music instead of player came out. well, they had to
cry out "No fair! No fair!"
movies.
See. people were going to run
Got the players down?
Of course, they want more around copying everything in sight,
money. They have for years and just like all those tape decks out
years. These were the folks who there have run everyone out of busistarted the whole Betamax lawsuit ness. So when that didn't work,
because people would be able to other targets were picked.
The RIAA started giving the
copy anything which came over the
air. They were the ones who came shakedown to universities to scan
for MP3s on their students'
up with the great idea of copy pro
tection, which wouldn't be so bad if machines (which this University lied
it didn't make the tape look bad to you about, but that's a different
when you've rented it and sit down column entirely).
They started suing everybody
to watch it.
Yep. and these are the folks who again. And that's what happened to
run around like Chicken Little, Napster, too. in case you were curishouting that everyone's pirating ous.
DVDs are a different matter
their wares, they're all going 10 go
broke, and the world will no longer entirely. They seem nice and easy:
be infused with quality entertain- just stick it in the player and let it
play, for the most part. But the troument like Robocop III.
ble is a bit more complicated.
What a pity.
On every DVD is. for all intents
So let's bring this into the present-day world and give you the and purposes, one large file. I can
breakdown on their two current peel this file off. copy it. and send it
gripes: MP3s and DVD players. off to all my friends who can (hen
MP3s. for those select members of play it on their computers But to
the audience who live under rocks or make a real player, the kind you'd
in trees, are sound files. They're hook up to your TV. you have to
what you'd get if you just ripped a give way too much money to the
song off a CD you own. except thai MPAA and kiss their feel. The file is
cncivpled. which means lhat you
they're a lol smaller.

need to have one of those neat super-1
secret decoder rings in your DVD I
player to watch it
Well, it's not that simple, but just I
picture having 10 buy one if you're
making a player. Doesn't sound loo |
fair, right? What if I want to play [
my DVD bui I don't want to spring |
for a program?
That's where Jon Johansen I
comes into everything. Jon is a 15 |
year old kid living in Norway. He
didn'i like the situation loo much. I
either So (condenscd-quite-a-lol
version) he and a couple of other
folks found Ihemsclves a decoder
ring and posted it for everyone to |
use. Now the MPAA didn't like this
too much, and decided to do the
Chicken Little dance again, boo hoo |
hoo and all that.
Okay, so you're probably asking I
where this is all leading: easy.
The Holy Grail of ripping you I
and me off is being able to charge us
for whenever we use something.
This is why we have to pay $8.75 to
go see a movie.
Imagine a world where every I
song from a CD snips a quarter off
your credit card every time you Its- [
ten to it.
Imagine self-destructing DVDs |
which will last a couple of days.
Don't worry, the last one was I
already tried. It failed, but it's being |
tried again.
Bui this is why I'm boycotting I
Ihe movies, because I don't want to
have to pay every time I listen to a
song or watch a movie I've already
bought, because some 15 year old
kid shouldn't have his house raided |
for legally using what he owns.
This is why you should boycotl

Malt Kuzmeki is a BG News I
columnist and refuses to allow big
corporation! to anall) rape him of I
his God-given right to pirate. Con- \
tact him at kuvtlck9bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Nebraska
police stage
manhunt for
Texas fugitive
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo
KILLINGS — Columbine High School students show emotion at the tragic scene near the school shooting in Littleton, Col. The recent shootings of two classmates
have left many students wondering.

Investigators still looking into Columbine students deaths
Till ASMH I Ml II

PKI SS

DENVER
Investigators
worked to identify a suspect Tuesday in Ihe killings of two Columbine
High students al a sandwich shop,
where a surveillance camera failed
to capture the shootings.
A woman who works al Ihe Sub-

way shop noticed a light on in the
shop about I a.m. Monday, three
hours after it was supposed to have
closed. She went inside and discov
ered the bodies of Nicholas Kunselman, 15. and his girlfriend.
Stephanie Hart, 16.
Kunselman worked in the sub
shop, and Hart, whom he had been
daling, had come by the shop to pick
him up, friends said. The Subwa} is

about two blocks from Columbine,
where two teen agers fatally shot 12
fellow students and a teacher before
killing themselves in April.
Jefferson County sheriff's investigators were trying to identify a
motive and a suspect in the Subway
killings. Spokesman Steve Davis
declined to say whether a weapon
was found hut said the store's camera did not capture the crime,

TtUwe o{ tAe 7Vee6
"How S&oevi*t$ ■'

UAO
JUUAROBERTSRICHARD<
RUNAWAYBR1DE

Columhine classes met as usual
Tuesday but attendance was down
about 10 percent, said Tanya Spasev.
a spokeswoman for Jefferson Cnun
ty School District
"The mood is just trying to pick
up and move on." she said
A small crowd of mourners
slopped in the parking lot outside
the shop Tuesday, placing bouquets

of flowers, messages and helium
balloons.
Hours alter the bodies were discovered, gun-control advocates
unveiled a wall in Denver bearing
the names of 3.094 people killed
nationwide with guns since the
Columbine massacre.
Denver
Mayor Wellington Webb and others
hope the wall will encourage state
legislators to enact stricter gun laws

FALL 2000Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Next to Pizza Hut, North ofRt. 6
Mon. - Fri. 8:00am - 6:00pm
Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm

Show your Student ID
for a 10% Discount!
fin lieu of other offers.)

Winter
Ssirjngs §
LIFETIME WARRANTED
LUBE/OIL/FILTER
j
SHOCKS
& STRUTS
& TIRE ROTATION

$

18 |29%>
95

Includes oil filter, oil change with up to 5
qts. of quality motor oil; chassis lube; and
o complete vehicle safety inspection. Rotate
al' four tires. "In lieu of other offers Most
j cots ond light trucks
LIFETIME WARRANTED

J I SAVE on our complete inventory of top
j , quality, lifetime warranted shocks and
I j struts - good for as long os you own your
I cor. "In heu of other offers. Most cars and
| l light trucks
I

BRAKE
i
PADS & SHOES I

LIFETIME WARRANTED

MUFFLERS

0

50%-! ISO /.-]
j

HBI

SAVE on our complete inventory of top
quality, lifetime warranted broke pads and j [ SAVE on our complete inventory of top
shoes - good for as long os you own your I j quality, lifetime warranted mufflers - good |
cor. "In lieu of other offers Most cm s and i I for as long os you own your cor "In lieu of j
j other offers. Most cars and light trucks
I light trucks

Offering Complete Car Care... Brakes • Exhaust • Shocks • Struts
Alignments * Storting A Charging • Heating & Cooling Systems

I

First Month's
Total Rent
'Limited Time
HURRY...
Expiers
2/18/00

i

Spring Break
Piercing Special

>. • Navel & Eyebrow

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

Raffle prizes to be given away:
S20 Sam B's Gift Certificate and the
• Runaway Bride Soundtrack

Bowling Green
353-2444
1087 S. Main St.

Tobacco Pipes &
accessories & Gift items
Tattoos & Piercings
in the Bank Vault

224 E. WOOSTER
Hours:
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1 pm www.wcnet.org/~gbrental OH 43402

TONIGHT at 9:15pm • 111 Olscamp

Over 200 Locations Xationwid^^

445 E. Wooster St.
353-5992 OR 354-5203

323 and 33 I Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

with coupon
Apartments
Rented
2/1-2/18

Auto Service
L Centers^

Li/Vuto^j/ CCWOVOA-

—MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS—

$100.00

-mm

PAXTON. Neb. — Military helicopters were called in and schools
were closed Tuesday as more than
100 state troopers combed western
Nebraska for a Texas survivalist
wanted in the killing of a farmer and
the wounding of two law officers.
The fugitive was identified as
Charles Lannis Moses Jr., a 31-yearold construction worker.
Nebraska Gov. Mike Johanns
declared a state of emergency Tuesday, the third day of the search,
allowing the National Guard to use
two unarmed Blackhawk helicopters
in the search. The Nebraska State
Patrol already had two planes and
another helicopter taking part in the
manhunt.
Authorities in Colorado and several other states also were asked to
be on the lookout for Moses.
Police said the last confirmed
sighting of Moses was Monday at an
interchange on Interstate 80. about
20 miles west of Paxton.
In addition to school closings in
the Paxton area, schools in Sidney,
Neb., and Peetz. Colo., about 100
miles west of Paxton. did not let students leave without their parents.
And deputies in Sedgwick County.
Colo., searched hotels after getting a
tip that Moses might be in the area.
A first-degree murder warrant
was issued for Moses on Tuesday,
one day after Robert Sedlacek. 48.
was found shot to death near an
abandoned farmhouse eight miles
from Paxton. Police believe Moses
had been hiding out on the farm and
killed Sedlacek to steal his pickup
truck.

only $30

Tongue
only $40

Hurry over now to be
ready for
Spring Break 2000!

Be a Campus Know-Know
Apply for a job at

Campus
Fact
Line
Jobs begin next fall.
Training begins this spring.
Open to all freshmen and sophomores.
Only 100 applications available.

Applications now available in the

BGSU
Office of Marketing and Communication.
806 Administration Building
For more information call 372-2616

I
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CITY
KWtc' bglU'tVs lOlll/lily

KIMBERLYDUPPS

director of the Bowling Onsen Com iMlHO'Cr DcittlCS CXDCllCnCC 111 StcllC SCIlcllC F3.CC

KIMBERLYDUPPS

director of the Bowling Green Com
munity I tevelopmeni Foundation,
believes lhat the U.S. econonn has
led other businesses to Mipport the
Row hni! Green economy.

SI Ml UK
. ording to the Associated Press,
the Jnited States econom) grew 5 8
petcem during the tasi thiec months
of 1999
How does this number compare to
Bowling (ireen'
Austin Sweeney, u»\ commission*
ei ol Bowling Green, said thai Bowl
ing Green's econom) is .> "growing
thing/1
"The growth rate ol the Bowling
Green econom) i^ faster than the gen
eral t'.s economy." Sweeney suid.
The Bowling Green economy
grew at ;i rate ol 15 percent in 1999.
i arlene Kilpatrick, director of the
Downtown Business Association,
attributes the growth to the type of
town Bowling Green is.
"Bowling Green has thai wondei
ful hometown feel with the restaurants and shopsi'i .i target town," kil
patrick said

"The general economy nationwide
is causing companies to look lor new
markets, Clark said. "Because of our
proximit) to 1-75 and ihe turnpike.
we ate able to serve 70 percent of
North American markets within a

da)"
Location has helped the industrial
market in the city.
"We have seen a lot ol growth in
the industrial arena." Clark said. "The
industry has invested $50 million in
building, machinery and equipment
into Bowling Green.**
MaryAnn Gibson, owner of the
I lower Basket, agrees, but feels that
there are other contributing factors to
the growth
"I think it is because of the
increase in population,*1 Gibson said.
"Bowling C ireen has become a bed
room community tor Toledo "
"In any area that is growing, you
have to have people coming in and
bimng things.1 Gibson said
. All of these factors have helped
bring the Bowling Green rate ol
growth to approximate!) three times
the national average.
"We are in good shape economical!) and we have been consistent
ovci the years," Sweeney said.

In addition to the "feel" of Bowl'
mg Green, the safety and quality of
the school system, JS well as the l fni
versity, have helped to promote economic growth in the city.
"What the I fniversitj brings to the
community has helped ihe Bowling
Green econom) You don't have thai
relationship in other places," kil
patrick said.

However, Sue ci.uk. executive

ANNE MOSS
STAR

Warn

K

Two Bowling Green residents,
Democrat Eric Klinger and Kepuhh
can K.ind.tll Gardner, are going
head-to-head for the 2nd District
Senate position in the Mareh 7 priman election.
Gardner is the more experienced
ol ihe two candidates He is currentt> serving his eighth term for 4th
District in the House of Representatives He is also the speaker pro
lempore in the Ohio House
Gardner's interest in the Senate
seal was sparked when current 2nd
District senator, Republican Robert
Latta, announced thai he was going
to IT) his hand at the House ol Rep
resentatives
In Gardnei's eight terms in the
House, he has passed several legis
lations for northwest Ohio (raid
nei's most recent legislation set
aside S4 million lor the Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
foi aiea counties
Klinger has never served on federal, state, oi city government, he
said This is ins lust campaign He
was asked b) some friends involved
with the Democratic part) i»> run for
senate, and he willingly obliged
then oiler.
Gardner received his bachelor's
and inastei's dei'iees from the I'm

State

H

verstt)
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Gardner

Before his term in the

House. Gardnei was a high school
hisiois and government leachei
Gardnei has been a member «>i
the Chamber ol Commerce, Wood
Count) Farm Bureau, Sons ol the
American Legion and Wood Count)
Historical Society
Klingei is employed bj a Toledobased software company, and works
out ol a home office
Klinger's mam platform is campaign finance reform ' 'ampaigns
are usual I) financed by special
interest groups, private industries,
soli money' 01 other sources, he
said
Klingei said the money that

City Police Blotter
Friday:
Lawrenc e
Gai rett,
Bow ling
(ireen. reported that he arrived home
to a suspicious red vehicle driving
near his house on Napoleon. Police
arrived and were unable io locate a
vehicle matching the description.
Todd Reed, Bow ling Green, drove
his vehicle Ofl Napoleon Road aftct
swerving to avoid a bicyclist.
Randall Lafond, Bowlinj
reported that someone during the
night vandalized St. Mark's Church
on s. College It "as reported thai
unknown subjects threw a cinderblOClt through a double pane win
Muff) Custer, Bowling Green,
reported that someone stole approxi
matel) $29 and a cable bill from a
group home on Elm Street
Andrew Beebe. Bowling (ireen.
reported thai someone broke into his
car and took S750 m belongings.
Brandon
Loughry,
Bowling

Green, was cued for underage con
sumption on Ihe 500 block ol I
Merrj Street
Brandon
I lowers.
Bow ling
Green, was cited foi underage pos
session on the 500 block ol I Merr)
Street.
Nathan Metlerd. Toledo, was
cited foi public urination outside
Pisanellos.
Eric Miscuda, N. Ridgeville, was
cited toi public urination in Lot 4.
Jennifei Haslinger. Findlay, was
cited for possession ol marijuana in
Lot 4.
Curt Shondell. Sylvania, was
arrested foi underage consumption ol
alcohol in Lot 4.
Saturday:
Darren Wilde. Perrysburg, was
cited lor possession ol drug p.ua
phernalia aftet he was pulled ovei foi
driving under a suspended license on
I. Poe.
Menggang Yu, Bowling (ireen.
ieported a lul-skip on ihe 800 block
ol Fourth Street

Todd Miller. Cygnet, reported lhat
he is being harassed by Jim (iarner.
Cynthia Brooks. Bowling (ireen.
reported thai someone put super glue
on her dooi handles and keyed her
driver side door The damage was
estimated JI S250-S300.
I atieii Spence, I uckey, reported a
hit-skip in Flicker's parking lot.
Jacob McBridc, San Diego,
reported thai he let a female borrow
his jacket al Uptown and she letl will)
it. The estimated value ol the jacket
was $80.
Sundav:
Jeffrey Riper. Bowling (ireen.
was cited for IM'I and turn signal on
the corner ol E Court and N. Main.
Jeremy Russell. Maiimee. was
cited for underage consumption at
the Junction lie was found tailing
down and barel) able to speak.
Leza Secresty, Bowling (ireen.
reported that a dog bit net on ihe
upper lip.
Nathan I .aut/enheiscr. Luisville,
w.is tiled loi disoideilv conduct alter
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government conferences to talk personally with local government off!
cials about the problems and challenges they face in our townships.
\ illages and cities," he said.
Gardner's campaign is being
supported by fellow congressmen
and the Republican party.
"I'll bung the same energy and
wurk ethic to the Senate that I've
maintained in the House of Rcpie
sentatives," Gardner stressed.
"Gardner is running because his
term limn as House Representative
is up," Klinger said. "And COinci
dentally, Latta is stepping down. So
basically, they just want to switch
jobs to keep Republican power
high."

he was lound running down the street
with a (rash can.
Gar) Fitchpatrick, Jefferson, was
transported to Wood Count) Hospital
alter he passed out and fell down the
stairs al I'ptown Downtown.
Darin I egios. Bowling (ireen.
was asked to leave the Corner (inll
lor being loud and disorderly.
Matthew Shafer. Weston, was
cited for shoplifting at Meijer He
tried to steal 2 CD's valued at $40.98.
John Johnson. Waterville. was
Cited lor DIM and marked lanes on
the comer of N. Main and Van Camp.
Kellv Jordan. Bowling Green.
reported thai her car had been broken
Into. The damage Io ihe vehicle was
estimated at $400
Mike Robinson. Bowling Green.
reported a squirrel in his basement.
He later reported thai he was able to
gel the squirrel out the back door.
Jeanme Wheeler, Bowling Green.
reported footsteps outside her bedroom window on the 1000 block of
N Mam Sireet

Ty Fousl
Nate Oshuhen
(•reg Amend
Chris Anderson
Malt Galster
Kevin Ricci

Money Orders

e

.

Sen.

The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi Would
Like to Congratulate the Following Brothers
on Their Brother Initiation and to Welcome
Them into the Mystic Circle.

*fAS! CASH*
Trips Arranged
Through:

Latta

seek a House berth in
March's primary election.

Compiled by Stefanie Sizemore

dow.

Package includes:
• Airfare from Detroit
(D7W) to Cancun

State

The Bl#t
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K

Randall

House.

READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
T

Rep.

throws his hat into the senate
arena after eight terms in the

comes from the pockets ol special
interest groups and political action
committees IN "shifty and creates
loopholes in ihe person's campaign" He said that volets dislike
outside funding because the) feel
distant from candidates. Then the)
do not vote because they think that
their SUppOfl is not needed. Klinger
would like to see this changed
"My idea is that the candidates
van bind their own campaign just as
effectively through finding free an
time for commercials. |utih/ing|
more individual money and other
ways." Klinger said.
Klinger's campaign is not being
financially supported by anybody.
but is backed by the Democratic
part)
Klinger also plans to address
problems with term limits foi sena
tors and educational reform in his
i ampaign
Gardner's campaign will include
educational reform and bringing the
public more in touch with the government.
"Ever) year, in every count) ol
the senate district [Erie, Lucas,
Ottawa and Wood), I will host edu
cation summits to meet with teachers, parents, and others on the front
lines in educating our children."
Gardner said
"Every year, in every counts ol
the Senate district, I will host local

1068 N. Main St.

Justin l.eseh
Zachary Kay
Mike Hamb.v
Bryan Barker
Joe Brautigam
Matt Callahan

Bowling Green, OH 43402

January 2000
The Phoenix Will Ever Rise
Above the Res t!

354-2300

Class Travel Intl.

• 7 nights lodging (quad
occupancy) in a beachfront hotel

o
w
e
r
s

• 5 hours of parties each day
Winner responsiDie for transportation to'from Detroit ana
570 tax & 517 insurance Employees of Student Publications ana
Trie BG News are not ehgiDie

BJTRY DEADLINE

Friday, February 18,5:00p.m.
Winner will be notified by
Monday, February 21,5:00p.m.

$M cpM <1>M <t>M <t>M <t>M *M «t>M <PM <PM <P\1 <I»M <P.VI

Join us for Lunch!

MONDAY - FRIDAY
Lunch lh30a.m. - l&Opon.
Dinner 5:00p.m. - 7:00pan.

populie^r iterns lrorn

Join the sisters of Phi Mu
i

r/2^
Open Recruitment on Wednesday,
February 16th at 9:15 at the
Phi Mu house, meBnd"^he Union.

NAME
1\<(> IM<t> K<t> l\!<t> INI* l\<t> r\<P I'M* l\l<t> IN<t> l\I<t> INI* l\4>

ADDRESS
'•^ ^indent , Vtuinni .\ssociulion ^f
Is your teacher tops?

PH0NE#

If so - let them know!
Nominate them for the

for Lunch Reservations call

RETURN FORMS TO 204 WEST HALL

ENTER AS OFTEN
AS YOU LIKE!

iBG
■ NEWS

(Photocopied reproduction or
the form wtu not be accepted)

Mhstto TbmHer Award/
Forms now available at

!

BG;

NEWSj

Restaurant

Cash, Debit Dining Select, BIG CHARGE,
Department Charges, Visa,
Mastercard, and Golden Buckeye discount
Accepted

•

Saddlemire Student Services

■

Off-Campus Center

•

Mileti Alumni Center

Nomination forms Due: March 3, 2000
Questions call 372.6849
Sponsored by: Student Alumni Association
•»
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Bailey says neighbors
killed Marilyn Sheppard
THI ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — F. Lcc Bailey, who won acquittal for Dr. Sam
Sheppard at the doctor's second
trial for murdering his wife, outlined a theory Tuesday that two
neighbors killed Marilyn Sheppard in the 1954 case that partly
inspired "The Fugitive" TV series.
Bailey's version of the murder
is at odds with the theory supported by the Sheppards' son. Sam
Reese Sheppard, who has sued the
state claiming his late father was
wrongfully imprisoned for 10
years for his mother's death.
Bailey was called as the Icadoff
witness in the lawsuit trial. The
celebrity lawyer, who also helped
defend O.J. Simpson, was on the
witness stand for much of Monday
and Tuesday.
Sheppard's lawyers called Bailey to show the doctor's First trial
in 1954 was unfair because ol ,i
flood of negative news reports.
A few years after Bailey took
the case, the U.S. Supreme Court
overturned the first trial's verdict
in a landmark ruling against prctrial prejudice from adverse media
publicity. Sheppard's acquittal
came at a 1966 retrial.
The doctor told authorities
repeatedly that a bushy-haired
intruder at the family home on
Lake Erie early on July 4. 1954.
Ix.ii his wife to death in her bed.
Sheppard said the attacker
knocked him unconscious when he
ran 10 help his wile He caught up
with (he intruder on a beach
behind the house hut said he was
knocked out again in another scuffle.
Under cross-examination. Bailey said Sheppard told him privately he had the impression —

although he couldn't be ceit.nn
that he had confronted two people
during the fatal attack.
Assistant County Prosecutor
Steve Dever, part of the stAte*S
defense team, said during an argument without the jury present that
Bailey's testimony is important
because it showed Sheppard
changed his story about the
killing.
However Bailey said Sheppard
was consistent.
"I think the bushy-haired man
got a life of his own." Bailey said.
"That was one feature of the
assailant that Sam could remember."
Sam Reese Sheppard thinks a
window washer for the family.
Richard F.berling. was the murderer. Eberling was later convicted of
stealing Mrs. Sheppard's rings in a
1959 burglary and was convicted
in 1989 of killing an elderly
widow; he died in prison.
Bailey said he adopted the theory that a couple in the Sheppards'
neighborhood. Spencer and bsthei
Houk. were responsible for Mrs
Sheppard's beating death.
Bailey suggested in 1966 and
still believes that Mrs. Houk might
have delivered the fatal blows to
Mrs Sheppard after catching
Houk having sex with her.
"Somebody was with her man
and she didn't like it." Bailey said
Both Houks have been dead for
sens After Sheppard's 1966 trial.
Bailey's theory of the murder was
presented to a grand jury, which
decided against indicting the
Houks
Houk was a butcher and mayor
of the Cleveland suburb ol Ba)
Village The couple were the first
people Sheppard called aftei Ins
wife was killed.

224 E. Wooster
352-0717
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Attorney asks killer's life be spared
Till

ASM*

nun PRESS

**—■*—-*—■*-«—"-atir Ifli li^i i

TOLEDO — A defense attornej
asked jumis Tuesday to spare the
life of a man who shot und killed his
longtime girlfriend and their unborn
son.
The jury began deciding whether
Terrance Davis should be sentenced
to death or life in prison. Death
penally experts think it would be the
first time someone in Ohio has been
sentenced to death in the killing ol a
fetus
The jury will recommend a sentence to Lucas County Common
Pleas Judge Ronald Bowman, who
will make the final decision.
Davis was convicted Saturday ol
murdering Sonya Haves and the
unborn baby — later named N'Kai
Davis by the mother's relatives
With the conviction, jurors detet
mined the fetus that was just days
away from being born was a viable
person — a decision needed in ordei
to trigger the death penally
To get the death sentence in Ohio.
a person must be convicted ol
killing at least two people or killing
someone while committing a specified felony such as aggravated robbery or arson
Davis spoke publicly in the courtroom toi the lust time Tuesday,
reading a bnel statement.
"My heart and sympathy goesoul
to the family ol Sonya ami m>
daughter and my son." he said in a
whisper.
Defense attorney Alan Konop
asked jurors to remember thai Da\ is,
27. was a loving l.itliei with two
children and not to judge his life

Associated Press Photo
SHOOTING — Terrance Davis sits between co-counsel Jeffrey Gamso, left, and lead counsel Alan
Konop, right, during the second pha-.e of his murder trail on Tuesday.
based on one act
"Should any ol us be judged by
the woisi thing thai we've done."
Konop asked
Alu.I the carnage continue for
justice to be served.'" he asked
jurors
Assistant Lucas Count) Pfosecuioi Chris Anderson told jurors not to
base theil decision on emotion or
mere)
' He walked up to the e.u and put
si\ bullets into her." Anderson said.

"This is really coldblooded
Prosecutors said Davis killed
Hayes and the fetus because he did
not want to pay child support
Davis' lamily members, includ
ing his mother, lather and 9-year-old
daughter, testified that he was a
good person and hard-working
During the often-emotional trial.
lamily members at limes cried and
fidgeted. However, Davis' relatives
spoke with little emotion Tuesday
and rarely made eye Contact with
l)av is

Hayes and Davis grew up on the
same street and began dating in high
school Relatives described it as a
lucky relationship.
Hayes was sitting in her cat out
side the Davis house when a man
wearing a mask shot her six times
March 31 She died a few hours aftei
the baby.
Ohio', law says a Ictus should be
considered a person when "there is
realistic possibility of maintaining
and nourishing of a life outside the
womb "

Jay Smith M.D.
Wednesday Night:

%

General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

H Jazz Night mf >
^J

9>

faculty, and
(Come
imip see local students, t.ictilh
»\l "vi. -v v> vrusli jvl I~*T-* »>* iieu*
residents play
.1 variety ol jazz music.
1 9 .10(1 Ovet well mill'
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

Who Cares?!!
\You Do! M$\

Thursday Night: The Big Creak
Drink Specials / Pool Tables

• E. Merry Avenue (516)
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue

presents

Ccincvn

All Units Include;
• 2 bedrooms
•.2 baths
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposals
• 3 & 4 person rates

Get'/
$100^

e

discount per

$675 /mo. + electric (4 person rate)
$625 /mo. + electric (3 person rate)

FOR A LIMITED TIME $300 Deposit
Some Restrictions may apply

m^^^w^hc

»*KE?

y r^~~

Discounted 2nd
Semester Prices!
Free Parties,
Beverages, Prizes!

CALL /VOlVI
t'mrfed 8pace

Absolute besl parlies, bes! hotels and
best value!!
>>Fuii Payment Required« Offer Good
Through February 17. 2000

800/328-1509
www.classtravelintl.com

NO PLANS FOR
SPRING BREAK?

FABULOUS
DOWNTOWN
ONE - BEDROOM
APARTMENT!

Be A Welcome Leader!
-&
-&
■&
•&

Help New Students!
Have Fun!
Meet New People!
Polish your Leadership Skills!

Pick up an application NOW!
Office of Student Life
405 Saddlcmire Student Services
Applications Due Feb. 18th @ 5:00pm
Questions? Contact Adriana Olivares @ 372-2843

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224E.W00STER

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2 baths

134 E. Wooster St. #B:

• Furnished
• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

• One Bedroom
• Unfurnished
Downtown above a business.
• Large Rooms.
$360.00 per month plus utilities for a
12 month lease.

JOIN THE NEWLOVE
FAMILY!
NEWL9VE
Rentals
www. newloverealty.com

f^^
;r.-.r.~.

352-0717

m
THE BG NEWS CAN HELP!
WIN A TRIP FOR
2 TO CANCUN

_

GREENBRIAR, INC.

BG

Fill out an entry form in today's paper.
Drawing to be held Friday, February 18. IMH<Wivj

...Get Them While They Last!
Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
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PEACE

Flashing
Our Briefs

She recommends that others
serve in the Peace Corps.
"Don't allow worry or let anxiety
get in the way." she said. "Anyone
with an open mind and a sense of
humor would make a great Peace
Corps volunteer. The rest — the language, being far from home. etc. —
will come together."
Carol Wilkerson. a Peace Corps
public affairs specialist, said that the
Peace Corps has campus offices at
Oberlin College. Ohio State University. Ohio University and other MidAmerican Conference colleges.
They send out recruiters in Ohio
during the spring and fall. If there is
a great interest expressed at a college or university, then they will
send a recruiter
Doug Brock, a senior secondary
education in history, recently went
through the process to become a
Peace Corps volunteer. He submitted his application in October and

plans to leave for southeastern
Europe in September.
"It was something I always wanted to do. since high school." he said.
"I felt it was my duly to give back to
the world. Plus I would be traveling
and experiencing another culture."
According to Brock, the initial
application required him to mail a
resume and an essay explaining why
he wanted to join Peace Corps to one
of their regional offices. Two weeks
later, he received the official application.
"When viewing applications, we
look for people's availability — we
often check up on them." Wilkerson
said. "We also look at their flexibility, how willing they are to go wherever help is needed and do they stick
with the program despite its length."
When the application is returned
to the Peace Corps Office, a
recruiter will then contact the person
for an interview and attempt 10
match the applicant's qualifications
with programs available. Peace

and it is even better that it is free
because everyone else charges a
cover." Sacks said.
Petkac likes the music they get to
hear but also enjoys the fact that
Aranda and Barlie interact with the
crowd.
"We feed off them and they feed
off us." she said. "I like that »e goto
the bar and basically take over."
Aranda also enjoys the way the
crowd and the performers interact
with each other.
"It is great to be playing and see
people really digging your music."
he said. "The energy we get from the
crowd gets us going and. before you
know it. everyone is having a really
good time."
Barlie also enjoys the crowd at
Junction because of their appreciation for good music.
"It is really nice to play in Bowling Green because we can tell peo-

ple really appreciate our music
style." he said.
Brooke Ellis, senior VCT major,
has been a fan of Aranda and Barlie
since their first appearance at Junction.
"Junction is the place to be on
Friday nights because they offer free
live music and a great atmosphere."
she said. "My friends and I go every
week and always have a really good
time."
With the success of live music on
Friday nights. Small is thinking
about offering more music on different nights.
"People are asking for more
music, so we are thinking of having
other bands play and also having
Gregg play on another night during
the week." Small said.

involvement in the FST can also be
a great way for organizations to get
their name out. "We get a lot of
comments. People in the community, faculty and alumni notice we're
there."
Other athletic teams have also
noticed the support that the basketball team has received. Bowling

Green quarterback Andy Sahm said.
"I think it's awesome. A good
crowd brings more to the atmosphere. It makes a difference to the
University when people take pride
in the teams. This is something the
athletic department has been [waiting tor] for a long time."

Continued from page 1.

BG News Briefs
Recreation sports offers
women's weight class
Recreational sports is offering a
class for women to learn the basics
of weight training. "Women on
Weights" will be held Feb. 9. 23 and
March I from 12 p.m. to I p.m. in
the Student Recreation Center
weight room.
The cost of the series is $20. To
register, call the recreation center at
2-2711 or sign up at the center's
main office.

Winston James to visit
campus

Winston James, an associate professor of history at Columbia University, will talk on his award-winning book "Holding Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia" at 10 a.m. (Location is to be announced).

Brock said he had to get his fingerprints taken.'and have an FBI check
for criminal records.
"They want to make sure you are
not trying to leave the country."
Brock said
Once volunteers receive their
assignment and accept it, they go
through cross-cultural training
which has two pans.
"There is language training with
a certified instructor from the host
country." Wilkerson said. "Then
there is a safety and disaster training
which informs the volunteer of precautions such as typhoon, hurricanes
and volcanoes and how to cook
food."
The process to become a Peace
Corps volunteer depends on the
number of requests and at what time
the applications arc submitted. For
both Householder and Brock, it was
almost a year-long process.
Wilkerson said that there have
been people who dropped out of the
program due to its length, but those

who go through the program receive
an excellent experience.
Householder agreed.
"Peace Corps can be a very overwhelming for some," Householder
said. "Simply knowing what you
want to do rather than feeling like
you're obligated to do something is
what must be learned."
The earliest one can participate
Peace Corps is at age 18. Interested
volunteers can request an application
at
the
website
at
www.peacecorps.gov or contact the
office at 1-800-424-8580. Applications should be delivered within 10
business days, according to Wilkerson.
Each program has its own
requirements, but a volunteer must
serve at least three years. Upon
completion of the program, the volunteers receive $6,000. Additionally,
while in the host country they
receive a "living allowance" that
covers their food, shelter, medical
and health expenses.

business office was way behind in
their work. What they told us took
two veeks has taken months."
According to Gault. however,
some of the budget problems are the
fault of the previous administration.
"After last year, we were told we
had a $10,000 carry-over from Ihe
last administration." Gault continued. "That's what I was told I had to
work with. But there were many
other unreported expenses cutting
the carry-over by more than half."
To fix the budget problems. USG
amended iis bylaws Monday night
to include a section regarding budgel procedures.
The amendment states that the
treasurer must authorize all expenditures under $50. the budget committee must authorize expenditures
between $50 and $200. and the legislature must authorize expenditures
greater than $200.
"We had a huge brainstorming
session and thought these amounts
would be most appropriate." Stuart
said. "The treasurer should be able
to use his or her discretion to allocate small amounts."
Gresko believes the new budget
procedures will change the role of
the treasurer.
"The treasurer needs to be strict

and gel more respect, and there will
be less unapproved spending,"
Gresko said. "They will keep things
running smoothly."
Tremsky disagrees with the new
role of the treasurer, since the position of treasurer is presidentially
appointed.
"Ihe president is the one responsible for the organization, so I don't
think the president should be
excluded." Tremsky said. "The treasurer's role should be to advise and
make suggestions."
USG members agree most of the
problems have been worked out
with the budget, and vigilance in the
future is the way to keep any more
problems from happening.
"I can guarantee you there will be
audits of the budget at least weekly
for the rest of the semester." Stuart
said.
"Hopefully next Monday everything will be smoothed out. or pretty
close," Gresko agreed.
Gault is relieved the current problems arc being handled.
"This was a big deal, but it's
something that has been handled
now. and we have it under control
now," Gault said.

BUDGET

MUSIC
Continued from page 1.
Aranda said. "They arc here every
single week and make our nights
really enjoyable."
Carol Morris, junior recreation
major, is a member of the women's
rugby team and a regular of Friday
nights at Junction.
"We go every Friday and have a
blast." Morris said. "We love Gregg
and John because of their great
music and they take requests all the
time."
Becky Sacks, junior environmental science major, and Katie Petkac.
junior psychology and sociology
major are also members of the
women's rugby group that spends
Friday nights at Junction Bar and
Grill.
"I love the laid-back atmosphere
and the great music we get to hear

SPIRITContinued from page 1.
vide a bus for students who want to
attend away games. This year, they
were able to provide transportation
to the men's basketball game versus
Ball State.
According
to
Prendeville.

• Delta Zeta •

Corps has 78 host countries and programs in the areas of education,
environment, health, business and
agriculture.
"Since their regional office is in
Chicago. I had a phone interview,"
Brock said. "It was weird, though. It
was about 9 a.m. and I was in my
pajamas walking around my apartment with the phone."
The interview is an opportunity
for the recruiter to determine
whether the applicant is qualified
and provides an opportunity for the
applicant to ask additional questions
about the program.
"The applicant can ask all kinds
of questions and sec if the Peace
Corps is the right decision for
them." Householder said. "After the
interview, the recruiter will nominate the applicant to a program
based on availability and skills."
Later the applicant is contacted
and invited to serve in a certain
country.
Prior to getting his assignment.

Continued from page 1.
surer." Gresko said.
"In the past, we didn't sit down
and go through things as thoroughly
as we should have." said Andy
Tremsky. USG chief of staff.
"Everybody was doing different
things and not taking one task at a
lime, and we lost track."
Stuart believes ihe budget problems can be attributed to a lack of
formal budgetary processes.
"There was no procedure or protocol previously." Stuart said. "The
key phrase here is 'run-8WAV expenditures "
USG president Clint Gault diN
agreed with the assertion that the
expenditures were out of control.
"The reason some people may
feel the expenditures were runaway
was because they weren't being
properly recorded, st) nobody knew
exactly what was being spent by
whom and why." Gault said.
Gault added that his administration bears some responsibility for
the budget problems.
"The reason the budget was in
disarray before is the fault of many
individuals in the organization."
Gault said. "I took the word of the
former treasurer, when in reality the
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2nd Annual

Break Bikini
Sponsored by:

Aloha Tanning

1st $500
2nd $|50
3rd $T00
4th $50
Each winner receives u
tunning package from
Alnha Tanning
352-2447

- Becoming an instant leader?
-Setting new standards?
-Creating new traditions?
-Forming your own sorority?

It's Not Too Late !
Come visit Delta Zeta
Tonight!
106 BA Building
8 -10 pm

River Place Plaza
Route 25 & Eckel Junction Rd.
Perrysburg, Oh 43551
872-2826

Corona
$1.50 Bottles

>V [First Round
Feb. l7th-lt2«Westants only
Jb at 11:00pm
6 at 11:30pm
Second Round
Feb. 24th - 12 contestants only
6 at 11:00pm
6 at 11:30 pm

All Night

Register at Mark's Pub

Finals
March 2nd
Four Finalist 11:30pm
532 E. Woosler

Q

Pre-Game Party
SDonsored By

/•J

^J^^tiufcnt /\fumni y\ssocitition ^j'
Come join us for free food, door prizes and live music by

Chester Coppei

ot

101 b Olscamp
Wednesday, February 16, 2000
5:30 pm to 7:00 pm

Ceme shew ifcur Fakcn Spirit &r\d support
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Men's Basketball

Men face toush test with Kent State
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS KDITOR

The second
coming of
GoodStella
As most (if you know or don't
know, I cover the men's baskelball
leam.
I have been involved with the
team for almosl two years and in lhal
lime, there is only one problem I
have come across... I care loo much
about this team and how they do.
In my line of work, you can't
show favorite! and you must lie neutral, which sucks considering how'
good the team is this year. But I
can't help it; I want to see the Palcons win so bad and it pisses me off
big-time when they lose or don't
play to their and my expectations.
My boss always jokingly tells me
he is going to take me off my beat
because I am the number one Falcon
basketball fan. One day he asked me
why I was such a fan of this leam. I
thought about it for a while and then
I came to a conclusion.
Seeing this team play takes me
back to the day when I was an
immature 16 and 17-year-old playing' on the varsit) basketball team at
Mayfield High School, on the easl
side olCleveland. 1 remember when
I was a junior, we had ihc best team
at Mayfield since the mid 80s and
they haven't had one as good .is us
since. I remember what il "as like to
run out on (he court in front of a
home crowd and hear the explosion
of Ihc fans when a gcxnl play happened
I was a player and a fan of basketball long before I decided to
become a sports writer I so enjoy
watching this Falcon team plays and
even though I can't show it. I am
cheering on the inside.

I was embarrassed to see the lack
of fan support at the Buffalo game
(only 2,500 plus considering (he
usual is 4.000 plus). Yes. it was in
the aftermath of the Toledo beating,
which hurt to watch, but a loss is no
excuse to turn your back on a leam
you have cheered lor all year.
The Falcons are all such classy
guys, from the coaching staff to
every single player on the squad.
They leave us on the edge ol our
seals with their last-break offense
and show-time dunking But they
also pound on fundamentals and
defense, which coach Dan Dakich
■tresses more than anything. Dakich
is like a big kid and is fun and enjoyable to listen to. I am always careful
what I ask him because if he is not in
a good mood or the question is
worded stupidly, he will make you
pay with a not-so-nice comment.
But it is all good and his laid-back
and cool attitude make me enjoy this
job that I have. He would be a fun
guy to party with and I bet he has a
million interesting stories about his

"Let's get ready to rumble.'' a
wise man once said, who later sued
several schools for using his famous
line in warm-up tapes
For the BG men's basketball
team, they have a hard week of work
ahead of 'hem. Today, the battle of
the season comes to Anderson Arena
when Kent State faces the Falcons at
7 p.m. Saturday, BG faces Fastern
Michigan, one of the few bright
spots in the Mid-American Conference Wesl division, for a 3:30 p.m.
game.
last Saturday behind a 13-0 run
in the first half and key shooting
from forward Anthony Staccy. the
Falcons upended Miami 66-60. The
win earned the Falcons their 18th on
the season and their first at Millclt
Hall since the 1986-87 season. The
Brown and Orange currently stand
at 18-6 overall and 10-4 in the
MAC. Kent, who has sole possession of first in ihc entire conference,
brings a 20-4. 12-3 league mark
Eastern stands at 13-11, 7-8 in the
MAC.
The last time BG fought the
Golden Flashes, they were shown up
by a 82-64 score January 26th.
"We have to be able to contain
their (Kent's) guards better,'' BG
coach Dan Dakich said. "(Last time)
ll was almost like the guards got a
feeling they could do whatever they
wanted to our guards."
The lop scorer for Kent, guard

Trevor Huffman, was the one who
lead the offensive attack against the
Falcons last month with 16 points
Huffman is the leading scorer for
Kent with 14 points per game and is
fifth in the conference with 4.6
assists per game. Huffman is also
second on the team with 33 ihreepoint field goals and has come otl
the bench each of the 24 games.
Prc-season All-MAC center John
Whorton compiles 12.3 ppg and
leads the squad with 5 8 rebounds
per game.
"We have to contain their guards
and we have to contain Whorton."
Dakich said. "You have to be able to
play solid on everyone, that goes
from the guards down to your help
on Whorton."
Forward Kyrem Massey nets
10.8 ppg and guard Nate Mecrs is
the leading three point shooter with
a 40.0 percent from behind the arc.
"We need to get help on Massey
without giving up other guys,"
Dakich said.
Guards Andrew Mitchell and
Dcmctric Shaw form the starting
backcourt, with Mitchell averaging
8.8 ppg and Shaw chipping in with
8.3 ppg and 4.9 rpg.
"This is the biggest game of the
year," Stacey said.
F.astern has had a rough season
this year but a big positive is forward Calvin Warner, who leads the
team with 15.3 ppg and second on
ihe team wiih a 7.4 rpg Ouard
Corey Tarrant averages 10.7 ppg and
forward Antonio Gates compiles a

«•

be there and be loud.

Pete Stella is the assistant
sports editor for The News. He
would love to get a shout out
from the Sideline Squad
tonight. He can be reached at
pstella@bgnet.bgsu.edu and he
sits on the very top row of
Anderson Arena. Say hi to him.
he will be the cute one in a tie.

BO Men s basketball coach
10 4 ppg and leads the team with 7.8
rpg. Forward Adam I less and guard
C.J. iii.intli.iin top off the starting
lineup. Hess averages 9.3 ppg and is
tied for the team lead with 27 three
pointers Grantham chips in with 8
ppg and 3.5 assists per game.

PI 11 STELLA
SssisTANi

Next week, the Falcons end the
regular season with a pair of road
matches. BG heads to Akron Thursday for a 7:30 p.m. game and Marshall Saturday Tip-oil lor the Falcons final regular season game is act
for 7 p.m.
Falcon Notes
BO is 10 0 this season at home
and 74-14 in Anderson Arena ovei
the last six-plus seasons.
The Falcons have won 14 in a
row and 29 of their last 14 against
conference Iocs
The Brown and Orange was fifth
in the country last week in field goal
percentage and lOlh in free throw
percentage Forward I.en Matela
was first in ihe nation in field goal
percentage last week with a 64.2
percent.
The Falcons 49.8 percentage
Irom the field leads ihe M \l

nears
record

BEN FRENCH/The BG News
MATELA—Forward Len Matela
battles
for position against
Buffalo. Matela led the nation

SPORTS EDITOR

Tonight's basketball game
important one for many p
Ihc BG students and stall, the
community and most impoi
Ihc players, coaches and olh ■
pie directly involved with th
cons will all be cheering and In
lor Ihc best possible outcome A wil
would move the Brown and I h
closet to first place along with
fidence and national attention.
Foi tilth-year senior foi
Anthony Stacey. tonight could be In
greatest performance as ,i I
Stacey only need- 11 points to pas
Howard Komives' 1.834 mat
during his tenure during the 1962 64
s
Komives captained the
1963-64 -quad and that year, avei
7
16
points per game In 1914
he earned third team All Amencai
honors from the AP and IIPI
"Whenever I hear how good hi
was and how tic did it m only twooi
three years n almosl seems like

last week with a 64.2 field goal
percentage.

See STACEY, page 11

BG moves to 7-16, 5-8 with victory ! 1
DAVE TRUMAN
SPORTS WRITER

The Ohio Bobcats can't seem to stop Angie
Farmer.
The Bowling Green guard poured in a gamehigh 23 points and helped the Falcons to a 70-65
win at Anderson Arena Tuesday night. BG (5-8,
7-16) pulled even with OU (5-7. 10-14) in the
Mid-American Conference playoff race and now
holds the tiebreaker advantage over the Bobcats
by virtue of the season sweep.
Farmer scored the first 12 points of the game
and carried BG throughout the first half. She had
15 points in the first 7:07 of the first half and
matched her total from the Jan. 15 win at OU
with six three-pointers.
"It's always nice to get off to a fast start, but 1
am normally not that type of a player." Farmer
said. "The second half seems to be when I normally run a little string together. When 1 get that
many open looks early, it lets me get some confi-

dence, and when I get some confidence, it
becomes fun "
The Falcons got 17 points from Francine
Miller and seven points, nine rebounds, and five
.issisis from Sherry Kahle before she fouled out
with 1:32 to play.
Bobcats coach Lynn Bria said the game was
decided by the time Farmer hit her sixth consecutive shot to put OU in a 22-5 hole.
"We lost the game in the first five minutes."
Bria said. "Against a team like Bowling Green,
you have to get out on them and pressure them
early. They shoot the ball so well, il you don't gel
out there and make them work, they will get in a
groove."
The Bobcats got within 28-23 with 2:20 left in
Ihe half thanks to the team's eight offensive
rebounds and a balanced scoring attack. All nine
OU players who saw action in the first 20 minutes scored at least two points, but 14 Bobcats
turnovers helped BG cling to a 35-29 halftone
advantage
BG had its own turnover troubles. The Fal-

cons losi the ball 23 limes m the game OU finished with 27 turnovers
Farmei said ihe BG turnovers were mostly
unforced and could easily have led 10 a loss She
was surprised to find heisell with so many good
looks at the basket.
"In transition, Ihcir |MWIII guard had me two
limes in a row and she didn't close out very
hard." said Farmer of her first-half shooiing display. "She sal down for a long nine aftei that.
The Bobcats trailed 53-39 at the 12:13 mark of
the second hall when Bn.i added a third post
pl:i\ei to the lineup lo pound the smaller Falcons
in the paint
"The problem was that they would gel it mm
the low posi where we always double team, but
then they passed it to the high post," BG coach
Dee Knoblauch said "Because she was so much
taller than our guard, the high post was making
one more pass and it was .in easy pass lor her."
The result was ■ series ol trips to the free
See WIN, page 11

Final 5 help Falcons win bii
G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
SPORTS WKII IK

Today, the Falcons face the number one team in the conference. Kent
State. Last month. BG traveled to
Kent and got ihcir heat really bad.
But this is in Anderson Arena and
the Falcons have had immense success this season on their home turf.
' Now some people said Ihc Falcons
couldn't win on ihe road and for a
while, they were right. But I was :ii
the Miami game, and if they play
their last four games like tbey did at
Oxford, you can notch four "W's"
for Ihe Falcons.
Those same people also say BG
can't beat Kent But let's look at
something shall we: the game is in
Anderson Arena, where the Falcons
are 10-0 this season, it will be sold
out. forward Anthony Staccy might
become Ihe all-time leading scorer
and it is also the biggest game of the
year. With these aspects on their
side, the Brown and Orange are
looking as tough as they can be.
I know in my heart the Falcons
can win and they need all the support they can. Today's game has the
potential of being one of the greatest
sporting events in BG history. Don't
read my article about it tomorrow,

Dan Dakich

Women's Basketball

life.

i

"We have to contain their guards and we
have to contain Whorton. You have to be able
to play solid on everyone, that goes from the
guards down to your help on Whorton."

BEN FRENCH/The BG News
WIN—Above, forward Dana Western and guard Francine Miller
swarm Ohio's Heather Laughlin. Above right, Miller runs with
Bobcat Ronita Whitfield in the Falcons 70-65 win last night.

Unlike Saturday's 92-69 loss -Fastern Michigan, the Bowling
Green women's basketball team
came through in the final five minutes to record a huge victory over
Ohio Tuesday.
Just when the Bobcats went on a
9-1 run to grab a J9-58 lead and the
momentum on a Khisha Asubuhi
three-pointer, which came on a
designed
three-player
inbound
screen at the top of the key with
4:59 lo go in ihe game, the Falcons
seized the momentum right back
BG's Angie Farmer grabbed the
rebound off an Ohio miss and threw
the outlet pass lo Francine Miller.

Miller found guard Kim Griech m
transition. Griech dribbled up the
left arc. set her feet and sunk a trey
with 3:50 remaining to give Ihc l.il
cons Ihe lead loi good ai 01 -59
"I think lhal was turning poini in
ihe game." Farmer said "Anytime
you have a shot and a stop, it's
great, and ii earned ovei "
Before Griech hit ihe three. Falcon coach Dec Knoblauch had
Jaymee Wappes ready to go in foi
her. Wappes. who was hanged up a
hnle aftei Asubuhi's three and had
to SII out foi a short nine, went in
for Farmei instead ai thai point
After
Ohio
guard
llcalhci
Laughlin traveled, Griech made
another heads-up play saving ,i bad
pass from going out ^ bounds
Ohio eventually louled Millet and

Millet calmly sunk two free ihrow.
to make it 63 59 lid with 3:07 left
following
consecutive
turnovers, toiw.ird Dana \\.
came through foi BG Cent© v
i> Kahle drove the lane and kicked
ihc ball out to Western on the topol
the kc> Western sw ished the tn
extend BG's lead to 66 59
Aftei i lino's Beckic Fisher
missed hei second free throw
which came via Kahle's filth foul.
Western came through with ..
rebound She later stepped in the
way oi ,ni Ohio pass with 56 2 *.
onds let! on the picss when Ohio
was bringing the ball upcourt.

See WOMEN, page 11

Death penalty sought for Car-ruth
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHARLOTTE. N.C. — Prosccu
tors made it official Tuesday: They
want the death penalty for Rae Carruth.
With Carruth and his mother in
court, the prosecution said special
circumstances warrant the death
penalty for the former Carolina Panthers player.
However.
Assistant
Distnct
Attorney Gentry Caudill would not
say what those circumstances were.
From the outset of the case, the
prosecution has said it would seek
the death penalty in the murder of
Carruth's girlfriend. But the request
was finally put before Judge Shirley
Fulton on Tuesday.
Carruth did not speak during the

brief hearing.
His lawyer. David Rudolf, said
Carruth is doing well, given ihe situation.
"He has faith and he knows he's
innocent," he said, joined by Carruth's mother. "And he has faith thai
the system will work."
Rudolf asked the judge to encourage prosecutors to begin turning
over evidence, such as witness statements and telephone records
"We have not gotten anything,
not a single piece of paper." he said
outside the courthouse. "It's important that discovery rolls ahead so we
can start working on ihe case."
Caudill said the district attorney's
office will provide the material as
quickly as possible. The judge
scheduled a hearing for April 3 to

review progress.
Carruth and three co-defendants
are charged with first-degree murder
in the drive-by shinning in Novem
ber.
Cherica Adams, 24. was shot four
times in her car while driving on
Nov. 16. Soon afterward, she gave
birth to son Chancellor, 10 weeks
premature. Adams died Dec. 14.
A similar hearing was held Tuesday for two of the othet three defendants
Stanley
Abraham.
19,
and
Michael Kennedy. 24. appeared
briefly before the judge. The death
penalty will be sought against them
as well.

See CARRUTH, page 11

Associated Press Photo
CARRUTH—Former Carolina Panthers wide receiver Rae Carruth leaves the Mecklenburg County Jail last December.
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BASEBALL

322
280
221
209
172
131
93
91
86
72

American l-Mtuc
BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Announced the resignation of Michael l*hi. vice
president of twojd-r.i'iin'* and marketing
National league
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Named Tommy Sand! special instructor
FOOTBALL
National Football league
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Agreed lo terms with OL Everett landsay on a

17-0
17-0
16-2
16-2
15-2
16-1
162
13-4
16-3
14-3

four-year contract

327
283
219
178
173
163
III
55
42
37

GREEN BAY PACKERS—Named lethro Franklin defensive line coach
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Named Tom Clements quarterbacks coach
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS—Agreed lo terms with OL Tom Ackcrman on a
four-year contract
PITTSBURGH STEELERS—Announced they rescinded the contract lender
offered to QB IVte Gon/alc/
WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Named Michael Rothbard vice president of

Others receiving 12 or mon points 11 (tic). Na arre Fairlest, Sirutliers 30 13 (tie).

Midwnl Division

29

16-0
17-0
16 1
18-1
16-1
17-2
14-2
14-2
16-2
14 3

13. Hirhcnon 111 18
DIVISION II
I.WoosterTn*jy (26)
2. Dayton Christian (5)
1 tin I'unell Marian (21
4. Willatd
5. Olmsted 1 alls
6. Tontogany Otsego (11
7. Glllipolis Gallia Acad
I 1 anlon t em t alii
9. Greenfield McClain
10. Perry

Poland Seminary, Tallmadge 27
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Portland
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Shawnee 20
DIVISION III
I.Akron St V-St M|27|
2. Bedford Chanel 15)
3, hndlay laheny-Benlon
4. Bellaire
5. Dayton Oakssond
0. (Icvc VA-Si Joseph
7. ( ncsapeake
8. Warren Champion
9. W Alex Twin Val. S
10. Bclprc 11)

174}
14-3
16-1
17-1
16-3
13-4
162
111
15-3
16-1

Others rccelslng 12 or mon points

11. Lima Cent Cath 35

National Hockey league

332
281
210
208
148
130
120
53
41
43

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE PLAYERS* ASSOCIATION-Namcd hm
Whamshy manager media rclalions and Dcvm Snulh program manager. Goals &
DALLAS STARS—Signed IW Kirk Muller lo a one-year contract for the
-.000-2001 season
PHILADELPHIA FLYFRS—Acquired LW Gino Odjick from the New York

8

(er(l)29 13. Akron Maochc .in 2.3

iders for LW Mikael Andersson and a 2000 fifth round draft pick

12. Clnal Winches-

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS—Re signed C Kev>n Adams lo a l»o->eai con

14 (lie). Beverly Fort Frye. Burton Berkshire.

Coldssalcr 18. 17. Sparta Hiehland 16 18. Blufft an 14 19. Sardinia Hjslern Broun

tract.
Druken from Syracuse of the AIM.

lliursday's Games

DIVISION IV
1. Wortlungton Christian (32
2. Berlin llilandll)
3. Mana Stein Manon Local
4. Tiffin Calsen
5. Springfield Cath Cent
6. Cm Seven Hills
7. ft Jennings
8. St Henry
9. Lucas
16-1
10. Mcchamcsburg

1 vnver al Cleveland. 7 30 p m
Induni .(I Vlilv, jukec. 8 p m.

Others receiving 12 or more Milnis II. Manon Cath 12 12. Reedsville Faslem 30

nine mx 29
iiolden Slate
X (l.ppers

8 1/2
25
27

Wednesdav's Games
iH.llll.l ,:l IIKII.III. 7pm
1 A Clippers al Orlando ) M p m
Minnesota at New York. 7 Wpri
1 A lakers at Charlotte. 7 30 p
i iolden Stale at Portland. 10 p m
v-jshineton ill Vancouver. 10DPI

,

VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Recalled D Chris O'Sullivan and C Harold
18-0
17-1
151
16-1
15-3
16-2
15-2
162
96
15-2

vlunu al Chicago. 8 30 p m

1.1. Berlin Cu Western kesers c 111 24

Iwtroit jl Dallas. 8 30 p m

His 17 16. Cenierburg 15 11 Tipp

■mo jt Itah 9pm

337
269
224
191
153
134
122
99

COLLEGE
DELAWARE—Announced the retirement of Barbara

VKTJ.

women % >i.ll<->

ball coach
LOUISIANA TECH—Announced the resignations of Todd Bradford, defenbacks coach, (o become the secondary coach at Wisconsin, and Karl Dunbar.
defensive line coach, to become assistant strength

35

KLII

,n I SI

NORTH CAROLINA CHARLOTTE—Named Ben Hannan golf coach
NORTH TEXAS—Njnved Ctttk Olson women s volleyball coach

14 1 lanll i liunacc Green 2.1 15. ftichmond
"ily Bethel

Browns sign lineman
CLEVELAND — Still looking for a running back,
the Cleveland Browns turned to other needs Tuesday,
agreeing lo a contract with offensive lineman Everett
Lindsay and visiting with defensive back Percy
Ellsworth
Lindsay, who played for Baltimore last season,
signed a reported five-year deal with the Browns. The
6-foot-4. 302-poundcr has played all five down positions in the NFL. and is expected to compete for the
Browns' starting right guard job next season.
Meanwhile, the team is talking with Ellsworth, a
safety who led the New York Gianls with six interceptions last season.
Ellsworth. 25. has played five seasons in the league
after being drafted out of Virginia. He has increased his
interception total in each of the past four seasons.
After free agent running back James Stewart
snubbed them by signing with Detroit, the Browns are
exploring other options to get backfield help.
One of the strongest rumors floating around has the
Browns talking with Denver about Orlandis Gary, who
rushed for 1.159 yards last season filling while Terrell
Davis was injured.

Dreams fund

1/2
7 1/2
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Tuesday'* Sports Tranwtiorn
By The Associated Pm\

Others receiving 12 or mm points II.Massillon Jackson 22 I2.h Liverpool 20
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Boss lllih School Basketball
Bv The Associated Press
DIVISION 1
I.Tol Ubbej (25)
2. Cm Winton Woods (7|
1 1 in St Xavier(l)
J Hcjsercreek
J, M.mshclJ St
ti 1 IIIIJ Sr
7. Akron Buchlcl 111
8. Tol. Si Francis
9. Clcve South
10. t jnlon McKinley
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SOUTHERN ARKANSAS—Named Clay Jennings detersive backs coach and

3

lofc IkJiaciVlrn.i.f liiir >ahli

Fernandez signs minor league deal with Reds
CINCINNATI — Right-hander Osvaldo Fernandez,
who has not pitched in the majors since 1997. signed a
nonguaranteed minor league contract Tuesday with the
Cincinnati Reds.
Fernandez. 31. was invited to training camp in Sarasota. Fla. The Reds expect 37 pitchers and seven catches lo report Wednesday.
Fernandez had surgery on his elbow in July 1997 and
attempted to come back the next spring, but hurt ihe
elbow again in an exhibition game. He had more
surgery in May 1998.
Fernandez, pitched on a rehab assignment for San
Francisco's Class A team in San Jose last year and went
0-1 with a 6.00 ERA in four starts.
He defected from Cuba in 1995 and signed with the
Giants in January 1996.

Lewis freed on million dollar bond after 2 weeks in jail
THF. ASSOCIATKD Pkl ss

ATLANTA
- Surrounded by
deputies, a smiling Ray Lewis left
jail on $1 million bond Tuesday.
-lipped silently into a car and rode
away with his lawyers, mother and
fiancee.
The Baltimore Ravens linebacket
is tree lor the fust lime since Jan. 31.
When he was charged with murdering two men after a Super Bowl
earlier that day.
Lewis, wearing a brown football
•i wnh the word "Supreme" on
the back, said nothing as he got into
the front seat of a car. His lawyer. Fid
Garland, said Lewis felt sympathy
for the families of the two men who
were killed and looked forward to

clearing his name.
Lewis' mother sat in the back
seat, a copy of "The Inspirational
Study Bible" on her lap. Lewis'
fiancee sat with two young boys on
her lap beside his mother.
Lewis will spend time with his
family in Atlanta and then return
home to Baltimore Wednesday. Garland said.
The release on bond was "step
one" for Lewis, Garland said.
"The next step is to get him
acquitted." he said. "I never expect
him lo set foot in a jail again, unless
it's to do charitable work."
About 90 minutes before Lewis
left the jail, another defendant. Reginald Oakley, arrived with his lawyer
to surrender. A third suspect. Joseph

Enhance the Romance

Sweeting, surrendered Monday.
Lewis. 24. and his two companions are charged with murder in the
slabbing deaths of two men during a
brawl outside an Atlanta nightclub.
Lewis, Sweeting, 34, of Miami,
and Oakley, 31, of Baltimore, were
indicted Friday in the deaths of
Richard l.ollar. 24. and Jacinth
Baker. 21. who were stabbed during
the 4 a.m. fight outside an Atlanta
nightclub.
Lewis' lawyers say he tried to
stop the fight and that he was at least
60 feet away when Lollar and Baker,
both of nearby Decatur. were
stabbed. Police say Lewis drove
away in a limousine and later lied
when they tried to determine who
was in his entourage.

TOUR GUIDE FOR A DAY !!!!

o^LOVE BOUTIQUE

Show your BG spirit and give a tour of our campus on
President's Day, February 21st! Volunteers arc needed to
give a one hour tour of the campus.

VIPEO SALE

Adult Rates Only 2/$29 or $19.95 ea
If you are interested,
come to one of the two
training sessions on
Tuesday, February 15th
or Wednesday, February
16th in .105 South Hall
at 8:00 p.m.
Any questions, call 372-9866.

Adult Novelties, Massage Oils and Gels,
Lingerie, Dancewear, Platform Shoes,
Video Sales and Rentals.

NEWL9VE
Rentals

Visit our office at
332 S. Main
352-5620
M w vv.neH loverealty.com

G
Q

332 1/2 S. MAIN STREET &
336 1/2S. MAIN STREET
• Two bedroom, unfurnished apartment
located above a business.
• Huge master bedroom.
• Front enclosed porch.
• Eat in kitchen.
• No more than three unrelated people.
$510 PER MONTH PLUS UTILITIES FOR
A 12 MONTH LEASE.

Associated Press Photo
CAR—Two bullet holes are seen in Ray Lewis' limo that fled the
scene after a fight. Lewis was released on bond for murder.

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

G 4 G <t Q Q Q' Q
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After hearing from Lewis' family.
Baltimore safely Ron Woodson.
Tampa Bay defensive end Warren
Sapp. Ravens owner Art Modell and
other witnesses. Superior Court
Judge Doris Downs ruled Monday
that Lewis posed no significant risk
to flee or to intimidate witnesses in
the case.
Lewis posted $200,000 of his
bond in cash. Nine bond surety companies in the Atlanta area provided
the remaining $800,000. plus
$80,000 in surcharges.
The bond requires Lewis to stay
in Maryland unless he is traveling to
Georgia for court appearances or to
meet with his lawyers.

The day of reckoning has arrived.
Tonight at 7 pm the BGSU Mens Basketball team will
put their 14-game home winning streak on the line
against the 20-4, conference leading, Kent State
Golden Flashes. You were there to inspire them
against Miami. You were there to fire them up
against Akron. Now, they'll need you more than ever
against Kent. This is your team...
let them make you proud to be a Falcon:

tf
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SPORTS
WOMEN

CARRUTH

STACEY

•continued from page 9
The hearing lor ihc nlher defendant. Van Brelt Walkins. will be held
laler this month because one of his
lawyers was involved in another
murder ease Tuesday
All four arc being held in the
county jail without bail
Last week. Carruth reiterated that
he did not kill Adams, lie said he
was on the phone and miles away
from the murder scene.
Prosecutors and another defendant have said Carruth was talking
with one of three other murder suspects from his nearby car when
Adams was shot
Kennedy lawyer James lixum
says his client maintains Carruth
was talking by cell phone with one
of the murder suspects at the time of
the shooting.
Carruth's telephone records show
his phone was used to call Atlanta at
12:27 a.m. Nov. 16. The phone call
lasted 16 minutes, until 12:4.1 a.m.
Police have said Adams was killed
between 12:34 a.m. and 12:36 a.m.
Her 911 call to police WtS made at

•continued from page 9
maybe I shouldn't deserve to break
the record." Stacey said. "Me wished
me luck at the beginning of the season and told me to go break it."
But for Stacey. the record will
only be sweet if the Falcons get the
win over Kent.
"I am not going into Wednesday's game to break the record. I am
going in to win Ihc game." Stacey
said "It would be great if I could do
both on one day."
Senior forward Dave Esterkamp
needs just eight markers to become
the 30th player in BG history to hit
1.000 career points.
"How sweet would a night would
that be?." Stacey said, "Esterkamp is
coming up on 1000 points, how
sweet would that be? 1000. the
record and the win all in one night.
That would be a hell of a party."
"Regardless ol what happens in
(he game, he will look back and it's
a tremendous accomplishment." BG
coach Dan Dakich said. "I know
how he is. he won't be happy should
we lose "
Dakich came into power during
Stacey's third year, winch tinned out
to be his red-shirt year due to several injuries throughout the course of
the season He is confident Stacey is
more than capable of breaking the
record.
"I like records and I like when
the) are being broken." Dakich said.
"But I know tins. I know Stacey will
break the record, Stace) knows he
will break the record so it's really

12:36 a.m.
Rudolf wants to disqualify l:xum
from representing Kennedy He contends EXUUI waived attorney-client
privilege by telling reporters about
confidential communications he had
with Kennedy. That makes F.xum a
potential witness. Rudolf said.
Rudolf wants to address this matter at the April 3 heat ing.

not a concern. I just hope he docs it
in a game where we win."
Stacey makes his booming pres
ence felt wherever he goes. Against
Miami last Saturday. Stacey backed
in to a RedHawk defender then did
his trademark beautiful turn-around
jumper to help the Falcons win in
the closing minutes of the second
half.
"He's been making that since
birth." Dakich said. "I wouldn't let
anyone else shoot it."
Tonight could be one of the greatest sporting nights in all of BG history. But Stacey won't miss all the
attention his record-chasing has
brought him.
"A lot of people ask me about it
and a lot of people call me about it."
Stacey said. "I will be glad to gel it
over with."

"How sweet would a
night would that be?
Esterkamp is coming
up on 1000 points,
how sweet would
that be? 1000, the
record and the win
all in one night. That
would be a liell of a
party."
Anthony Stacey
I'ulioii senior Forwoni

•continued from page 9
"At that point, you just need a
stop, and we didn't get it." Ohio
*oach Lynn Bria said
Despite just four points. Western
came through with seven rebounds,
which would be the third-highest ol
Ihc game behind Kahle's nine and
l.aughhn's eight.
"I knew my game wasn't on it, so
I had to play hard when I was in."
Western said. "I think I helped out
the team, and I think we all winked
hard together the last three minutes
like we realized we couldn't just let
them go for lay-ups."
Following a Cathy S/all triple.
Miller made two free throws and
also hit another crucial one with IK

seconds left to make it 69-65 Falcons alter a l.on Moorman score
Miller came through in the end
despite committing seven turnovers
She also had six assists, a block, two
steals and made Sol 6 free throws
in the game
"Frannie is just a tough competitor." Knoblauch said. "You can see
that she does get mad at herself out
there. But she'll come through for
us She's still one of our best
icbounders I don't know if she had
a big rebound in the end but she's
always tough."
After Ohio's Jacquie Negrelli
overthrew her intended target.
Farmer made one of-two free throws
to make the final score of 70-65.

WIN

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/The BG News
STACEY—Forward Anthony
Stacey gets in his defensive
stance against Buffalo. Stacey
needs 13 points to become the
all-time leading scorer in BG
history.

Ohio State

•continued from page 9
throw line and a 9-0 run over ihc
ncxl four minutes. Ol' i*M>k a 59-58
lead with 5:01 to play (see sidebar)
before BG nxnvered wilha 12-6run
[he rest ol the way.
Knoblaueh said she was pleased
with her team's defensive effort and
communication on the floor.
BG is currently one game behind
a thre '-way lie for the final home
court position in the MAC tournament.
"We still have a very realistic
shot at that seventh or eighth seed,
she said. "We have to lake care of
business. We have Miami on Salurdav and they just thumped us in

Oxford."

Bucks lose
Till ASS1K IV1TI1

PRKSS

EAST LANSING. Mich.
Sixth-ranked Michigan State took
over sole possession of first place in
the Big Ten as Morris Peterson
scored 26 points and pulled down 11
rebounds in an 83-72 win over No. 7
Ohio State on Tuesday night
This was the 25th straight win at
home lor the Spartans, who arc
attempting to win a third straight
Conference regular season title.
Scoonie Penn scored 30 points
for Ohm State

■ I .ilean Box Score

Griffey returns, pitching in question
Tilt VSSIK Ull II I'M ss

CINCINNATI -- The
Ken Griffey Jr. trade gave
the Cincinnati Reds a supei
star and surge of interest .is
spring training approached
So far. so good. Now.
who's going to pitch'.'
The trade that reunited
Junior with his hometown
also subtracted from an
already shaky starting rotalion. The Seattle Mariners

got
right-handei
Brett
Tomko as part of the fiveplayer deal.
When Griffey shows up
along with the other position
players next week in Sarasota. Fla.. all the attention is
going to be on the center
fielder
A more important chore
st.uis in Sarasota this week,
when the Reds begin weeding through 37 pitchers to
figure out who's in the rota-

tion.
Griffey may get the headlines, but it will be the pitching that either gets the Reds
to ihc playoffs or makes
them miss out once again.
And right now. there are at
least as many questions
about the pitching as there
arc pitchers in camp — 37,
after they invited Osvaldo
Fernandez on Tuesday.
"That's not enough."
general manager Jim Bow-

and Ron Villone and Steve
Parris joined the rotation
during the season and had
career yens
The Reds also got a boost
down the stretch from Juan
Guzman, acquired in a July
31 trade with Baltimore.
Guzman left as a free agent
alter the season.
The bullpen is intact,
though not without questions.

den said "You don't gel
enough pitching. We've all
talked about it. Pitching is
going to separate how far
you go."
last season, the Reds
made it to the dtxirstcp of
the playoffs, losing a wild
card tiebreaker to the New
York Mets. They made it
that far because their
bullpen led the majors with
a 3.36 earned run average

Women's Basketball
Oil(10-14. 5-8)

29

36

—65

BG (7-16. 5-8)

35

35

—70

OHIO: Mixirman. 4-6—14; Szall. 1-1-0— 5; Fischer, 5-5—15; Laughlin.
0-3-6—15. Negrelli. 0-2—2; Asubuhi. 2-1-0—7; Whitfield. 1-1—3;
Collins. 1-0— 2;llindenlang.O-2—2. TOTALS; 14-5-22—65.
BOWLING GREEN: Miller. 3-2-5—17. Smith. 2-1—5; Kahlc. 1-1-2—
7. Farmer. 2-6-1—23; Wappes. 1-1-2—7; Jerome. 1-0—2; Griech. 1-1-0—
5; Stocz. 0-0—0; Western. 0-1-1—4. TOTALS: 11-12-12—70.
Rebounds — OU: 39 (Laughlin. 8); BG 35 (Kahle. 9). Personal Fouls —
OU: 18; BG: 21. Assists — BG: 18 (Miller. 6); OU: 12 (Moorman. 5)
Turnovers — OU: 27; BG: 23. Blocks — BG : |Miller. Kahle I); OU: 1
(Moorman) Steals — BG 13 (Kahle. 3l; OU: 7 (Laughlin. 3). Attendance
— 323.
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Heart
Week
at BGSU
Today though Monday, February 21
Include everyone in the fun-meet lots of new people, including
administrators and classmates and faculty and people working
and people walking-OPEN YOUR HEART all over campus.
Make someone's day! Make your day!
iiltjKlfli'.'wi^v.'i l\(i PARTS OF THIS III;\RTY «t'.L'K:
I

Here's htm VOl can participate: Pass-A-lleart4
1 vl Talk lo someone new in your classes while passing your hear"
'"•' Pass your heart" lo someone different from yon in culture or mohilily or age- or stage
1M
Smile and say III lo people on campus whom you don't know- TO EVERYBODY!

2. Mere's how your ORGANIZATION can participate -earn DM. Spirit poims
™ He creaiiu'-iinplcmcni your own Open Your Heart Ails ol Kindness c\enl 0
i.e.. Do a Campus Gonununit) Service Project while meeting Individual BGSUers
Vea! Hearts will he available all over campus and in Springboard Central (219 University Hall).
If you have questions, please contact Uenee. 2-9 180, or Springboard Central, 2-9501.

i
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Sanders to keep bonus money
THE ASSOCIATED PKES3
DETROIT — The Detroii I ion.
were awarded some — bul not all —
itf the money they wanted returned
from retired running back Barry
SanderAn NFL arbitrator ruled Tuesday
that Sanders must pay back $1.8
million of his $11 million signing
bonus. For the Lions to get the rest
of it. they have to wait — and
Sanders must stay retired.
The Lions wanted Sanders to
return $5.5 million of the bonus he
got in 1997. He played two years of
a six-year contract before startling
the NFL by leaving football on the
eve of training camp.
Sanders was only 1,458 yards shy
of breaking Walter Payton's NFL
Career record of 16,726 yards.
• His agent. David Ware, thinks
fiat more significant than the ruling
by arbitrator Sam Kagel was
Detroit's signing of running back
James Stewart on Monday.
; That. Ware said, might prompt
tin- Lions to release Sanders and let
Jim play elsewhere.
■ Kagel ruled that Sanders owed
(he Lions only one-sixth of the $11
million bonus he received in 1997
because he's missed only one season
so far.
: Sanders already has offered to
Ciy back half, or $5.5 million if the
ions will release him and allow
him to play elsewhere.
Chuck Schmidt, the Lions' chief
Operating officer, said the club

already had withheld $1.75 million
of the signing bonus from the check
they sent Sanders for last season.
That means Sanders now owes the
team $80,000 to comply with
Kagel's ruling.
Unless he returns to football, he
will owe $1.83 million on future
reporting dates. Sanders hasn't paid
back any money.
"We have contended all along
that just because you've retired you
don't owe the entire amount back."
Ware said. "He ruled consistent with
our position."
Ware said he would approach the
Lions within a few days with the
same offer he made last August:
repaying $5.5 million in exchange
for Sanders' release. But that docs
not appear likely
"As we have always maintained,
it is our intention to take Barry at his
word that he has retired from professional football." Schmidt said.
"We would welcome him back as
a Detroit Lion should he voice to us
his desire to return to active duty in
the NFL. Until then, we will hold
him to the conditions put forth by
the arbitrator in this case "
The NFL Players Association
said the door remains open for
Sanders to fulfill his contract.
"We are pleased that the arbitrator limited his award to games
missed." union lawyer Richard
Bcnhelsen said. "The Lions were
Obviously overreacting with their
claim ..."

. .,,.,
Campus Events
!!! CAMPUS FACT LINE !M
!!! CAMPUS FACT LINE III
JOBS"!JOBS"'JOBS'!'JOBS!'!JOBS!!!
TODAYM!TODAY!'!TODAY!!!TODAY!!!
Now hiring operators lor Campus Fact
Line. Open to freshmen and sophomores
Only 100 applications available and they
are going fast. Apply in the Office of
Marketing and Communications, 806
Administration Building Jobs begin next
fall, training this spring. For more
information call 372-2616
"Dance Marathon"
Put on your dancing shoes
& poodle skirts!
Beyond 2000 Ice Cream Soc hop!
Fri. Feb 18 7-11pm.
S2 at door 8 proceeds go to the kids!
Do you want to be a kid again?
BIG PLAYGROUND 2000
Saturday. February 25. 2000
10:00pm-1 00am
Rec Center
DOES EVERYONE COME TO YOU
WHEN THEY HAVE A QUESTION? DO
YOU LIKE KNOWING ABOUT THINGS
FIRST? 00 YOU LIKE TALKING TO
PEOPLE?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, we have a question for you:
Want to work at Campus Fact Line?
Now hiring operators for jobs beginning in
the fall. Open to freshmen and
sophomores Only 100 applications
available and they are going fast. Apply in
the Office of Marketing and
Communications. 806 Administration
Building. Jobs begin next fall; training this
spring For more information
call 372-2616.

Wednesday, February 16, 2000

Campus Events
Congratulations to Joe Clutter! University
Ambassador of the Month. Thanks (or all
your hard work and dedication you have
shown1
Golden Key National Honor Society
Beach Ball a Thon Thursday, Feb. 171hFnday Feb. 18th Noon to Noon Location
is the grassy area by Education Building
All proceeds go to Dance Marathon
Questions/comments to tonyjtybgnet
POSTER SALE
'Incredible Selection. 1000's of choices!
Where:
Student Services Forum
When:
Mon Feb 14 thru Fri Feb. 18
Time:
10am-6pm
Sponsor:
UAO
'When we're gone visit us at
www.postersale.com
Check out our great posters and prices1
MOST IMAGES ONLY S6. $7 AND $8!
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
Enter to win 2 tickets to
March 31st concert
Education Building Steps
$1 a piece or 6 for $5
Benefits Dance Marathon
Bursarable
FOO FIGHTERS

Travel

Then register f «r suwwer courses af VGSV!
Of- a *GSy Summer catalog
and register fXay!
Available at locations across campus
For summer dates, deadlines and
registration information see
www bgsu edu/colleges/
ContEd/html/summer hti

earn valuable
In a few short weeks

«1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, Florida Best Prices
Guaranteed! Free Parties A Cover charges! Spaces limited, book now! All major
credit cards accepted! 1 -800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours com
""Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 Nights $2791 Includes Meals & Free
Parties! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
spnngbreaklravel com 1 -800-678-6386.

MYRTLE BEACH. SC
SPRING BREAK- $75 S UP
www.relreatmyrttebeach com
1-800-645-3618
SPRING BREAK 20M
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE'! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS.
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB. MINI GOLF. GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE.
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
Spring Break 2000
Panama City Beach. Fla.
Accommodations directly on
the strip lor only $ 170-100
per night. All rooms sleep 4-5 people
Call and book now!
850-234-3997

For information call
Continuing Education,
international * Summer Programs.
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'Spring Break Panama City S129! Boardwalk Room w/kitchen Next to Clubs' 7
parties-Free Drinks! Daytona S1491 South
Beach S159! Cocoa Beach $179!
spnngbreaklravel com 1-800-678-6386

Turning Points
An informal discussion group about
eating disorders, weight issues, and
normal eating Beginning Wed . Feb 16
3:30-5:00pm for 7 sessions
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
and Student Health Service

Services Offered

Wanted

ATTENTION:
Student Teachers in Fall 2000 Semester
Required TB Skin Test (PPD)
Tuesday February 8th (Last names A-M)
Monday February 21st (Last names N-Z)
500-630pm
Student Health Service
Fee: S8.00
Bring your student ID

1-2 sublsrs needed No sec dep Fum.
2 bdrm apt. $275 mo per person plus
gas & elec 610 2nd St. «D Avail, immed
Lease Aug 2000 Kim at 353-8259.
We Care! We Care! We Care! We Care!
Be a Welcome Leader!
Help new students ad|usl lo lile at BGSU
and polish your leadership skills Pick up
an application in Office of Studenl Life.
405 Saddlemire Student Services
Due by Fri., Feb. 18 @ 5pm.
Call 2-2843 for more information.

Personals
ABXAIidPlTIIAMNOnei'lTUETZ
"Attention Greek Ladies"
GREEK DAY AT EXPRESS
at Franklin Park Mall
Sunday February 20th
10am-6pm (all day)
•Receive 15% off ANYTHING in the store
'Receive an additional 10% off if an
Express account is opened!
'Refreshments will be served!
Wear your letters!

Help Wanted
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA.
Lohikan. B00-488-4321 www lohikan.com
Accounts payable clerk. Temporary
full-time position starting March 6 lasting 8-12 weeks. Previous accounting
•xp. preferred. Apply In person or forward resume. Including the hours you
are available to work, to Green Manufacturing, 1032 S. Maple. Box 408. BGO
43402. EOE.
Aspiring Writers
Inform. Expose
Provoke, Explain
Tell, Ask. Vent, Change
an online college community
email: earn@mamcampus.com
S2S per article!
Attention
Fraternities ' Sororities * Clubs ' Student

Congratulations to Jen Murphy on your
lavalienng to Sig Ep Jeff Martinelli. Love.
the AX's.
<J>M • *M ' <J>M • <DM • <J>M • <J>M
Congratulations to Elaine Downard on her
recent engagement to Owen B Dunn. Jr'
<EM ' <t>M ' OM ' I'M ' OM ' <t>M

I*B

• r*B • r<t>B • r*B

The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like
to invite you to attend our open
recruitment at the l'<I>B house Feb. 15,
16. & 17 from 8 to 10pm
Hope to see you there!
ro>B' FOB ' P1>B ' I -<t>B
New Group Forming Now!
Does someone you care about have a
problem with alcohol or other drugs9
Want to learn new & effective ways of
coping? A 6-week education group is
forming now. II you want to learn more
about this group call Carrie Belair at the
Wellness Connection 372-WELL (93551
OPEN YOUR HEART WEEK

Today thru Feb 21st
Its all about opening up and daring
to meet someone new!
Come to room 219 University Hall
To pick up a heart.

Luv, BGSU Springboard
Worried about pregnancy??
Fififi Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
Caring 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Groups
Need to earn $1.000-52,000 for a student
organization? CIS. the original fundraiser
since 1995, has the solution with an easy
three-hour fundraismg event
Accept no imitations.
Dates are filling quickly! Contact us for
immediate results at (888) 698-1858 or
apply on line at fundraisingsolutions.net
Cigar shop located in Maumee. OH looking for pi time help For info call 419-8910109, ask for Matt
DOES EVERYONE COME TO YOU
WHEN THEY HAVE A QUESTION? DO
YOU LIKE KNOWING ABOUT THINGS
FIRST'' DO YOU LIKE TALKING TO
PEOPLE?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, we have a question for you:
Want to work at Campus Fact Line?
Now hiring operators for jobs beginning in
the fall Open to freshmen and
sophomores Only 100 applications
available and they are going fast. Apply in
the Office of Marketing and
Communications, 806 Administration
Building. Jobs begin next fall; training this
spnng. For more information
call 372-2616.

■ itn************************ ****** * * It •

Ever Wish You Could Act
Like A Kid Again?

EK • EK • EK • EK • EK • EK

The Brothers Of Alpha Sigma Phi Would Like To
Congratulate the Following Officers and Cabinet
Member on their Newly Elected Officers
■ I'rrsiclrnl (IISP): Joseph Ken.e
VuTl'ri'sulenKIUPltMattHaimoi)
' Treasurer (IIFi: Mike Harmon
I'.l). Al l.arct: Josh WvmCT '
P.I). At Large: John Park.Alumni Director (III*): Kevin Ritu
Recording Secretary (IIS): Ty FlMISI
( orres|xiniling Secretary <MC^j:
Chris AluierSOD

Personals

ABXAEqMTKAMNOI lePSTQHH'

GO DIRECT! »1 Internet-based company
offering WHOLESALE Spring Break packages! Guaranteed Lowest Price' 1-800367-1252 wwwspringbreakdirect.com
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Travel
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Spring 2000
The Phoenix Will Ever Rise Above the Rest
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Is Coming!

Feb. 25th, 10 pm to 1 am

EK • EK • EK • EK • EK * EK

Wednesday -* .<
"Hob 9H m/tcowHtic Jam "
u>iu> Hob St Vincent

Playing his original work along with music from featured
artists such as Buffet and Dave Matthews

Thursday _rcb. 17
Cveryone gets laid in Margaritaviile
Spring Break Party

this summer, pack your
underwear, your toothbrush

andyour

[giits].

9:00 - ???
♦ $50.00 limbo contest
♦ SS0.00 for best spring break beach wear.*

At Camp Challenge, you'll get a taste of what it's like to

♦ S50.00 for best "grass skirt(provided) dance" on bar.

be an Army officer. And in the process, pick up leadership

'heacfi outfit encouraged bul tutt required to attend ffariy.

skills you'll use for the rest of your life. Apply for Camp

All welcome for regular night of moving on the dance floor to todays greatest
collection of top 40, hip-hop and other popular dance music
Drink Specials - all night
$2.00 Captains - 2.00 Long Islands - 2.00 Corona
$1.50 Margarita/Rum Runner/Dacari Slushes
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Stay Tuned For More Details
********** *********************** ***S

238 N Mam Street, Bowling Circcn

Drink Specials
$1.00 Drafts, $2.00 Captain, and $2.00 Sours
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Challenge al the Army R0TC Department. Then start packing.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
For Details, Visit 151 Memorial Hall
or call CPT HOOK at 372-9968
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Help Wanted

111 CAMPUS FACT LINE 111
!!'CAMPUS FACT LINE!!!
JOBS!'!JOBS'!'JOBS!I!JOBS!!!JOBS!!!
TODAY'HTODAY!!!TODAY!!!TODAY!H
Now hiring operators lor Campus Fact
Line. Open to freshmen and sophomores
Only 100 applications available and they
are going fast. Apply in the Oflice ol
Marketing and Communications, 806
Administration Building. Jobs begin nexl
fall; training this spring. For more
information call 372-2616.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-lime, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starling pay is $5 30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5 00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC.. 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green.
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks
Groovy dude! Get paid while you surf the
internet! It's that easy with no gimmicks
www groovydude com
Marathon Special Products
Local manufacturing company seeking individuals willing to work on 2nd and 3rd
shirts. We offer an excellent physical work
environment. Part-time production positions available. The positions offer a minimum of 12 and maximum of 20 flexible
hours per week. Could work into a full
time position for summer. Wages starting
at $7.22 per hour plus shift premium Applicant must be a non-tobacco user.
Qualified applicants can apply at Marathon Special Products. 13300 Van Camp
Road, Bowling Green. Ohio between the
hours of 8 30am and 3 00pm Monday
through Friday EOE/M/F/H/DV/W.
Now hiring for 1st and 2nd shift. Part time
hours. Commission & benefits available.
Apply within BP Oil, 1617 East Wooster.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top sports camp-Maine. Counselors to coach all sports: tennis, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, ropes, BMX, mountain bike. golf,
water-ski 888-644-6080 or apply
www.campcedar.com

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Fraternities * Sororities '
Clubs * Student Groups
Student organizations earn
$1,000-$2.000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact campusfundraiser com
(888) 923-3238. or visit
mat campUSfundraiser.com.

WANTED: 50 people serious about losing
weight. 100% natural-Guaranteed.

SUMMER JOBS/TNTERNSHIPS THAT
BUILD RESUMES! HORIZON CAMPS
offer training and experience in leadership, teambuilding, creative problem solving, organization and communication.
Four CO-ED children's camps in MY, ME
and PA seek fun-loving, child-focused
staff. Top camp salaries, plus room,
board, laundry & travel. Apply online at
www.horlzoncamps.com or call
(800) 544-5448 for more info.
Summer Work for Students
Men willing to learn and work on wood
floors including gym floors. Starting when
school is out for the summer until the end
of August. Work consists of operating
equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines and art
work. And applying gym floor finishes. We
wilt thoroughly tram you in all phases of
the work. Job pays $8 00 per hour. You
can expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual and reliable and willing to accept
responsibility Please contact Bob Koch
419-385-5814 or fax resume to

419-385-6483.
Talented, take charge person for infant
and preschool unit and daycare center,
work directly with children and interface
with parents, afternoon hours available.
Call 878-4190 for more information.
Telephone interviewing. NO SALES. Relaxed atmosphere, flexible scheduling. In
Perrysburg 874-5842
Telephone order clerks full/part-time.
S6 00/hr guaranteed. Daily bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705
Too many customers-not enough dancers
No exp necessary, will train. FT/PT

1 -888-603-7536-www. vim-and-vigor com
WANTED: TEAM MASCOT. The Toledo
Mud Hens are looking for an outgoing,
gregarious, responsible person to fill the
role of Muddy the Hen, team mascot A
love for children is a must' Muddy is present at all 73 home games from April-Sept
and at any outside appearances All serious applicants send a cover letter and resume immediately to. Toledo Mud Hens
Attn: Kern White 2901 Key St Maumee,
OH 43537 or e-mail to
kerriOmudhens.com.
Web users wanted. Earn $ the E-commerce way. www.dreams4you.net. 888800-6339 ext 1149. leave email address

For Rent

For Sale

SONYCDX-71RF Car 10 Disc Changer
Brand new Asking $300 Contact Jason
353-1709

For Rent
Fantastic Rural Setting
Spacious 3 • BR rural setting recently
upgraded city services,
W/D, gas heat, Grad./Prof. pref
$995/mo Call 354-6036
www.wcnet.org/-Highland

For Sale

1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454

'94 Ford Taurus, excellent cond 78K
miles, white w/blue interior. $4,900. Call
419-832-4404 eve.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.
Owners say "SELL" this 16x80 mobile
home at «92 Maple Hill Park, BG. 16x80.
3 bdrms. 2 baths, many updates, and offering possession at closing Call Ruth
Ann Kramer. Cavalear A. A Green Realty. 352-5331 #15.

419-476-6640
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Apts. for 2000-2001 school year

Work in electronics, lutl-time or part-time.
Experience not necessary. Start at $6 00
per hour including bonuses or more if full
time. Also periodic raises. Apply Tosh
Electronics, 1150 Haskins Road.
Bowling Green.

89 Honda Accord. Great cond . loaded,
auto, air, cruise. Pwr everything, 150K
hwy mil, 1 owner, water tread tires,
$4200. 352-2686 lv. msg

Apt's avail, for summer or fall. Call for
more info and pricing. 601 3rd, 704 5th,
710 7th. 352-3445 (2 bdrm furnished
avail, now)

1,2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm

2 subleasers needed for summer. 2 bdrm.
apt across from campus. $485/mo Free
gas. water and cable TV. Call 353-1802

'Small 2 BR house, 2 people max.,
$4007mth plus utilities

Subleaser needed for May through Aug. 1
bdrm apt 619 S College »4 Jessica at
354-9732
Subleaser wanted for 1 bdrm. apt til May
31st Very spacious, tree cable. Call 937849-6289 or 353-5800
Village Green Apts
2 bedroom Apts
Available tor August.
Call 354-3533
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iprinRbreaktravcUom - Our 13th Year!

1-800-678-6386
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Best Airlines- Saturday Flights

CANCUN ^$399
JAMAICA <<>$469
MAZATLANV$399
ACAPULCGV$449
S PADRE "$409
SAVE $$ Ask about

www.studentexpress.coni
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HIGHLAND^

MANAGEMENT

Special person needed to provide social activities for developmentally delayed adult male. (Rec Center swim,
shopping, etc.) 3-5 hours a week. Call
352-7143. $6/hour.

Vi F. Washington Street Bowling Green

Bryant "Cowboy" Jones
holds the Falcon football record for most
rushing attempts in a
game with 46.

Summer Counselors
Great staff-Great facilities Groat Experience. N.Y.S Co-ed resident camp 2
hours NYC. Athletics. Baseball, Basketball, Tennis. Roller Hockey. Swimming,
Waterskung. Boat River, Woodworking,
Photography, Ceramics. Ropes/Wall,
Kennybrook-633 Saw Mill River Road,
Ardsley, NY 10502 Fax (914) 653-7678.
1-800-58-Camp2, E-mail:
Kennybrook0AOL.com

354-6036
Graduate Student Housing
Avail. Nov. & Fall
Jay-Mar Apartments
2 bedroom Apts
S475/mo.
12 mo. lease
Jay-Mar Apts
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Furnished & Unfurnished
803 - 815 8th St. / AvatNow & Fall
COMPUTE API. MAKEOVER!
$550/mo„ 12 mo. lease

IfPlSy?
student
trayel.
#it's*

TWA

Best Prices ♦ Best Parties

our internet special!
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Wood County Senior Center needs
volunteers to deliver meals, to help out
senior citizens in BG For information call
Stefameat 353-5661.

CHy 6o«iSM» MrMt, MP Smra 1 Her

Cancun & Jamaica $439

•3 BR apt., $550/mth plus utilities
Call 686-4651
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St gdhov9wcnet.org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing
1 bdrm starts 5395 & elec/free heal
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/free heat
W/D facil. AC. parking/watk-in closet,
furn/unfum. renovated, quiet. No pets.

2-4 subleasers needed May-August
5545/mth * elec only. No sec. deposit.
352-9568.

Cruise $279
Panama $139
Florida $149
: ttn • MM uu* ■ r*M PVUM • *a«m I**M

Available August 15, 2000
All close to unlv., all reg. 1 year lease.
*3 BR house, excellent cond, S800/mth
plus utilities

Houses lor rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm-2 BR, $475/mo avail May 1
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR, S600
avail. May 23
217 S. College-3 BR, $630 avail May 23.
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5 00pm

1-2 subleasers needed. M or F, close to
campus. $300/mth unfurnished, or
5350'mth furnished. Move in ASAP. Call
353-9244
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Bahamas Party

1 to 3 person - 12 mo leases only

"Houses, Apts.. Rooms 00-01 SY."
Houses; 916 3rd St, 6 bed -new carpet
307 1/2 E. Reed-3BR, washer/dryer
211 E. Reed. Up or Down-New Carpet
326 Leroy Up or Down
321 E. Merry #D-New Flooring
Apartments; 311-316 E. Merry, 2-Bed
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs. 316 E Merry #3

1978 Chevy El Cammo
New tires, runs well
Call Jackie 354-3289

3 bdrm duplex on Third St for the next
school year. Call 352-4773.

The Highlands

TOU

One oearocf. ounary (oaKies
- cog o'c quet.

From $395/mo.
The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One ond two bedroom A/C.
cn-ste loundry. ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, sleytghts
dshwoshers, vaulted ce*ngs
From MSO/mo.

■'lyiore Parlfes
More Action
\ Best Hotels
0

Let us hebyev make a tough decision
easy, col or stop by the ottice TODAY*

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5
^ www.wcnet.org/-Highland

<3*ASV

www, bgsu.edu/recsports

1.800.426.7710

sunsplashtours.com

counaltravel.com
l-800-2council

Management Inc.

Fall Openings
Management Inc.
Greenbeaver
Apt. 642 S. College
2 bdrm: Allows pels (extra $)
Starting al $460
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

Willow House
830 Fourth St.
REMODELED/Air Condition
dishwasher / garbage disposal
1 bdrm.
Slarts al $400-Call 353-5800
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/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

,l.!tl»o,.l

Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN /
CAMPUS
Ibdrm. / Utilities included
Starts at S335-Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~mecca

>

SPORT CLUBS

/vfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Ilillsilulc Apl.s. 1082 Pairview.
1-2 bedroom. 9 1/2- 12 mo.
Leases. Start at $380.
Call 353-5800

81

/CJEfcCA

Management Inc.

M,HI b\ our office al 1045 N Main St
fa >omp*le HfflM (■ Call H.V5M0.
www.wciift.org/-mfcqi

Whmrm: Alpint valley 5*1 AHort In MIchkjMn

. Man's & Women s ,
Indoor Soccer,
entries due Mar.' 15 '
If hand-d.lrv.nng. du. bg 3,OOpm to 130 Peng Fl«ld
Hous. If sending cl.ctronkallg. due bg noon.

/vfEfcCA

/vfllfcCA

Valentine's Moonlight Skiing
UrtMn: Saturday. February 19 from 6:30pm-430am

Inntrtubs Water P
rrtrtes due Mar. I

Management Inc.
Greenbcaver Apt. 642 S. College
2 bdrm; Allows pets (extra $)
starting at $460
Call 353-58W

Starts at $400

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

iVofeybaH entries dm; Feb.

Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
1 bdrm. Remodeled.

Look for Lifeguard &
Aerobic Instructor
applications available
beginning Monday,
March 13 in the SRC Main
J
Office.
llf*"***

INTRAMURAL ACT VITIES

Entry Deadlines.

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios 1 bdrm. laundry on site.
Starts at $250

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enlerprise
1 bdrm BRAND NEW
Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

REC SPORTS EMPLOYMENT

Women's Club Ice Hockey
versus Lake Superior State
Saturday. February 19
10:15pm in the Ice Arena

FITWELL CENTER

Spring 2000 Hours

SI

Monday & Wednesday: l:30-5:OOpm
Tuesday & Thursday: Noon-5:00pm
Friday: 9:00am-1:00pm

Ml

Firwcu

The Filwell Center is located in
the Mezzanine Level of the SRC

for more info about any of these programs,
please call 172-2711 or email rematePbgnet.

Coat.- MS (m/ aM rental); »50 (w/out)
Participant Umft: 24
Coat Includae: transportation, lift tJcnete and*
tqulpmont runtal (optional)

Sign up by TODAY In the
SffC Main Office

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

coring

into Wellness

lournc) through M\ arem
ofwellness with ihis tun and flexible
program designed just to. Y<)l'! You «ill
improve your overall wellness jusl in time
k.
lor spring break. This ^ a
l:RI*l\ program.

February 21-March 1
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• Senor Frog's
Spring Break
Kick-Off Dinner
■ Pizza Party at
La Boom
■ 5+ Hours Every
Day of PARTIES.
BEVERAGES. DJ s.
Bands and Prizes
Totaling over 50
hours of Free Parties
f After Hours Party Schedule
Round Trip Airfare
7 Nights in Quality Hotels
Airport/Hotel Transfers at
Destination
Welcome Orientation Briefing
Daily Maid Service / Bellman
Gratuities
Hotel and Airport Arrival /
Departure Assistance
24 hour On-slte Staff Assistance
Roommate Pricing Protection
Convenient Customer Relations
Hours
Individual Reservation
Confirmations
Travel and Payment Deferral
Program
On Time Flight Protection Plan
Lowest Price and Best Value
Guarantee

Travel Intl
328-1509
.ctasstraveKntLoom
tLcom

